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Abstract 

The investigation contained herein is a part of a larger, long-term project: The 

Development of SMART Aircraft Bolts. Structural failures, at highl y stressed 

components, arc common in some ofthc nircraft used by the South African Air forcc. 

The strength o[one such component, the wing bolts on the C-130 aircraft, is analysed 

and compared to the stress distribution in a bolt which has a small hole drilled through 

the centre of the bolt (which wi ll be used to insert a sensing device). The results of 

this analysis will be used as input into further phases of the project, c.g., SMART 

material selection and the development of sensing devices. 

Due to the complex physics of a bolted joint, advanced analysis of the bolt under 

conservative loading was performed, after conducting thorough research into bolted 

joint design and analysis methods, in order to provoke the fina l recommendations. 
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1. Introduction 

This investigation is only a small part of a larger, long-term project: The 

Development of SMART Aircraft Dolts. A history of st ructural failure of some of the 

aircraft used by the South African Air Porce (SAAF), sllch as the C-1 30 carrier, has 

been repo rted. Therefore. development of new and innovative methods of inspecting 

and track ing the s tructural integrity of highly-stressed components is required. 

The wing bolts which attach the outer wing to the inner wing of the C-J30 aircraft 

were identified as critical components. The larger project consists of research and 

development of SMART bolts which will be used as sensor elements within the 

s tructure to provide local cornpiirulcc infonnatioll about critical, highly stressed 

structural locations and will operate passively lO provide pcak strain info rmation 

when interrogated. The interrogation of the bolts requires access to highly-stressed 

regions of the bolt. As most bolt failures indicate cracking at the first engaged thread, 

the ideal access would require a small hole drilled through the centre of the bolt 

through which a sensing device could be inserted. 

The main objective of this investigation is to compare the s tress distribution in 

the existing bolt geometry to bolts with different sized holes drilled through the 

centre. The relative changes in peak stresses are ~l lso be determined. The results 

would be used in further phases of the project to ~\ssist with material selection 

and the development of sensing devices. 



The investigation consists of a study of the finite element method, bolt design iss lles, 

an overview of transformation-induced plasticity (TRJP) materials (the proposed 

material for the SMART bolt), finite element analysis of the bolt and 

recommendations. 

This invest igation would be llsed as input to further stages in the project: c.g., 

material selection, sensing technique, etc. Thus, at the time of this investigat ion, 

many assumptions had to be made, and the analysis does not address acceptable 

strength as the properties of the final material which will be used is not known. 
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2. ThcOJ1' of the Finite E1emcnt Method 

2.1 Historical Background 

Advances in aircraft structural analysis resulted in the basic ideas of the Finite 

Element Analysis. Some orthe highlights in the development oflhe method are listed 

below: 

11 1941: HrenikoffofCcred a solution to elasticity problems using the " framework 

method", 

• 1943: Courant's paper, which used piecewise polynomial interpolation over 

triangular sub-regions to model torsion problems, appeared. 

• 1955: A book by Argyris on energy theorems and matrix methods laid a 

foundation for further developments in finite element studies. 

• 1956: Turner ct al. Derived stiffness matrices for truss, beam and other 

elements. 

• 1960: Clough first used the term FINITE ELEMENT. ln the early I 960s, 

engi neers used the method for approximate solution of problems in stress 

analysis, fluid flow, heat transfer, and other areas. 

• 1967: Zienkiewicz and Chung published the first book on finite elements. In 

• 

the late 19605 and early 19705, finite element analys is was applied to non

linear problems and large deformations. 

1972: Oden's book on non-linear continua appeared. In the 1970s, the 

mathematical foundations were laid, including new element development, 

convergence studies and other related areas. 

Today. the Finite Element Method has become one of the most important engineering 

tools for scientists and engineers alike and is used in a variety of applications, 
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including static, dynamic and non-linear stress analysis, fluid flow, heat transfer and 

var iolls other fields, which extend beyond mechanical and civil engineering. 
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2.2 Mathematics of the Finite Element Method 

2.2.1 Stresses and Equilibrium 

A thrce-dimensional body with volume V and surface S is shown in fi gure 2.1. Each 

point in the body is located by x, y, z co-ordinates. Displacement is specified on some 

region, defin ing the boundary. A distr ibuted force T is applied on part of the 

boundary. T 

w f,dv 
S, 

eN 

y. f,<Jv 
P, 

f;o;dv ,,) 
/ v i 

11 
V 

z s, 

u=o 
s 

r---y 
x 

Figure 2.1 - 11Iree-tiimem:iollnl hm()' 

The deformation of a point x = [x, y, z]T due to the force IS g iven by the three 

components of its displacement: 

u = [u. v, wlT (2.1) 

The distributed force per unit volume (e.g. the weight of the volume) is given by the 

vector f: 

(2.2) 

The distributed surface force may be given by its components as: 

• T T ~ [Tx• T" T,J (2.3) 
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In addition, a point load ]> acts at a point j and is represented by its components as: 

er. .. ... 

va a ,+-' ax v .• 

va 

a,. 
r ... + - o:c 
~--"a .• ;( 

~~ / " )]-/, 

~ a, 

-ur ---__ _ 
r »" + ---!!.. oy . 

ay 

Fig u ,·c 2.2 - ElJuilibrium of Elemental I/olllme 

(2.4) 

dV 

aa , 
a +-ay , ay 

Figure 2 .2 shows the stresses acting in the elemental volume d V. When the volume 

dV shrinks to Cl point , the stress tensor is represented by placing its components in a 

3x3 symmetric matrix. The stress is represented by the six independent components 

as follows: 

(2.5) 

where O x. a)~ a; are normal stresses and 'fy:. 'fx:. 'f:cy are shear stresses. Considering the 

equilibrium o f the elemental volume, the forces on the faces arc obtained first by 

multiplying the stresses by the corresponding areas. Then, setting L F.r = 0, L Fy = 0 

and LF.~ = 0, and recognising that d V = dx dy dz, the following equilibrium equations 

can be written: 
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aa~ OT;ry OT:r: f 0 --+--+-- + = ox ay oz .' 

BTn aa). or. 
--' + __ +--L..+ f =0 ox ay iJz )' 

(2.6) 

2.2.2 Boundary Conditions 

Figure 2. 1 shows displacement boundary and surface loading conditions. If U I S 

specified on part of the boundary, denoted by Su, then 

11 = 0 on SIlo 

The boundary conditions slIch as u = a, where a is a specified di splacement can also 

be considered. 

x 

z 

C dA 

J...':'~ __ T, 
o -_._--::;;".:>,,--- y 

B 

Figure 2.3 -All Elemell/a{ Vo/tlme tit th e Surfilce 

Now consider the equil ibrium of an elemental tetrahedron ABeD, shown in Figure 

2.3, where DA, DB, and DC are parallel to the x, y, and z axes, respectively, and area 

ABC, denoted by dA, lies on the surface. If 11 = [n.o:. 11>, n:f is the unit normal to ciA, 
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then area BDC = I1xdA, area ADC = J1}dA , and area ADH = n::.dA . Equilibrium along 

the three axes g ives: 

(2.8) 

These condit ions mllst be satisfied on the boundary, Sr. where the tractions are 

applied. In th is description, the point loads must be treated as loads distributed over 

small , but fin ite arcas. 

2.2.3 Strain-DisphlCCl1Icnt Relations 

Strain can be represented by the following vector: 

(2.9) 

where ex. Ey. and E; arc normal strnins and Yy;, Y.t;, and Yxy are the shear strains. 

y 

0" 
oy 

0' I v+ -dy 

oy ~ ,--+---1------, 

dy u 

Iv 
I 

dx 

0" ,, + -dx ox 

L-________ ___________ x 

Figure 2.4 - Deformed E lelllellt,,[ Surface 

0, 
v+-dx ox 
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Figure 2.4 shows the deformation of the dx-dy face for small deformations. Also 

considering other faces, the following can be written: 

(2. 10) 

2.2.4 Stress-Strain Rchltions 

Considering linear e lastic materials, the stress-strain relations come from the 

generalised Hooke's law. The two material properties for isotropic materials are 

Young's modulus (i.c. Elastic modulus) E and Poisson's ratio v. Considering an 

elemental cube inside the body, Hooke's law gives: 

a x ay a. 
6 = --1'--1'-
• E E E 

a x a J, a. 
E.= - v-- v-+--
- E E E 

T._ 
Y =-

;0:: G 

The shear modulus (or modulus of rigidity), G, is defined by 

From Hooke's law, 

E 
G = ~-:-:-::----=---:

(I + v)(I- 2v) 

(1 - 2v) 
E;o:+ Et! + E,: = -'---=-'-(a +a +a.) 

~ E S Y • 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
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Substituting for (cry + crt.) and so on into Equation 2.11 , the following inverse relations 

are obtained: 

(J = De (2.14) 

where D is the symmetri c (6 x 6) material mCltrix given by 

I - v v v 0 0 0 

v I-v 0 0 0 0 

E v v I - v 0 0 0 
D = (2. 15) 

(I + v)(I - 2v) 0 0 0 0.5 - 11 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0.5 - v 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0.5- v 

2.2.5 Pot'cntinl Encl'gy :nlll Equilib"iu lfl 

The aim, in sol id mechanics, is to determine the displaccment u of thc body shown in 

Figure 2. 1 which sa ti s fi es the equilibrium equations 2.6. Stresses are derived frol11 

strains, which in turn are derived from dispiacements. This requires a solution of 

second-order partial differential equations. Exact solutions to these equations are only 

available for simple geometries and loading condit ions. However, for complex 

geometries and more gener::" boundary and loading conditions, obtaining an exact 

solut ion is an almost impossible task . Approximate solution methods usually employ 

potential energy (or variational methods) which place less stringent conditions on the 

function s. 

The total potential enel'gy n of an clast ic body is defined as the sum of the tota l 

strain energy (U) and the work potential (WP): 

n = Strain energy + Work potential (2.16) 
(U) (WP) 

to 



For linear c lastic materials, the strain energy per unit volume in the body is Y2cr
T

E. 

For the clast ic body shown in Figure 2. 1, the total st rain energy U is given by: 

1 f l' U = - (J "dV 
2" 

(2.17) 

The work potential WP is given by 

Wp = - fu Tf dV - fu"T dS - LU;"P; (2.18) 
" \' i 

The total potential for the general clastic body shown in Figure 2. 1 is 

(2. 19) 

Because only conservative systems are considered, the work potential is independent 

of the path taken. In other words, if the system is displaced from a g iven 

configuration and brought back to it's initial state, the forces do zero work regard less 

of thc path. 

P,-incipic ofMinilllum Potenti:ll Energy 

For conservative systems, of all the kinematically admissible 
displacemcnt fi clds, those corresponding to equilibrium extrcl11 ize the 
tota l potential encrgy. If the extremul11 condition is a minimum, the 

equilibrium state is stable. 

Kinematically admissible displacements are those that sat isfy the single-valued nature 

of displaeements (compatibili ty) and the boundary conditions. In problems where 

dispiacements arc the unknowns, compatibility is automat ically satisfi ed. 

2.2.6 Raylcigh-nitz Method 

The total potential energy n in equation 2. 19 can be used for finding an approximate 

solution, for continua. The Rayleigh-Ritz method involves the construct ion of an 

assumed displacement fi eld: 
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It = L ajfA('(,y,z) i = 1 to I 

v = L 'ut/1(X,y,Z) j = I + 1 to In (2.20) 

II' = L a,I/J,(x,y,Z) k = m + 1 ton 

n>m>1 

The functions ,pi arc usually taken as polynomials. Di splacements 11, v, HI must be 

kinemalicallyadmissible. Inotherwords.1I. v, 1V mllst satisfy specified bOlmdary 

conditions. Introducing stress-strain and strain-displacemcnt relations, and 

subst ituting Equation 2.20 into Equation 2.19 gives: 

n = n (al. al, ...• ar) (2.21) 

where r = number of indepcndent unknowns. The extrcmum with respect to ai, (i = 1 

to r) yields the set of r equations: 

i =- 1,2, ... , r (2.22) 

See Example B-1 in Appcndix B. 

2.2.7 Ga lcrkin's Method 

Galcrkin 's method uses the set of governing equations in the development of an 

integral form. It is also commonly presented as one of the weighted residual methods. 

Consider a general representation of a governing equation on a region V: 

LII = P (2.23) 

For the one-dimensional rod in Example 8 -1 in Appendix B, the governing equation 

is the differen tial equation : 

.:!..-(EA dll) = 0 
dx dr 

Consider L as the operator: 
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operating on 11. 

The exact solution must satisfy Equation 2.24 at every point x. An approximate 

solut ion {1, introduces an error e(x}, called the residual: 

(2.24) 

The approxill1ntc mcthods revolve mOllnd sc tting the residual relative to a weighting 

function 11';. to zero. 

f W/L O- P)dV~O i = 1 ton (2.25) 
,. 

The choice of the weighti ng funct ion IV, leads to various approximation methods. 1n 

the Galerki n method, the weight ing functions W; arc chosen from the basis func ti ons 

used for constructing a Let Obe represented by 

" 
O~ IQ;G, (2.26) 

I- I 

whclC G" i = 1 to n, are basis function s (usually polynomials of x, y, z). The 

wcighting functions are chosen to be a linear combination of the basis funct ions G j • 

Specifically, consider an arbitrary function r/J given by: 

(2.27) 

where the coefficients r/Ji arc arb itrary, except for requiring that r/J satisfy homogeneous 

(zero) boundary conditions 'where Dis prescribed. 

Galerkin 's method can be stated as follows: 
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" 
Choose basis functions Cl_ Determine the coefficients Qi in {j= L:Q;Gi slIch that ,., 

f ifJ(L 0 - P) dV = 0 (2.28) 
,. 

" for every ~of thc type rjJ = Lr/J,G; where coefficients f/J, are arbitrary, except for ,., 
requiring that (Osatisfy homogeneous (zero) boundary conditions. The solution of the 

resulting eq uations for QI then yields the approximate solution [J 

Usually, in the treatment of Equat ion 2.28 an integration by parts is involved . The 

order of the derivatives is reduced and the natural boundary conditions, such as 

surface force conditions, mc introduced. 

G:llcdi.i n 's Mcthud in Ebls ticity can now be considered in light of the equil ibrium 

Equations 2.6 in elasticity. Galerkin's method requires: 

R( 00 m xy m - ) (m X)' ooy my_ ) (m, m)r ocr - )} __ X + __ +-"'-+/ " + __ + __ + __ - +/ " + -"'-+ __ - + __ " +/_ "_ 11-ax 0/ oz X o/x ox oy iJz y ~y ax 0/ iJz ,0/_ 

v 
(2.29) 

where, 

$ = [~, (1" ~lT 

is an arbitrary displacement consistent with the boundary conditions of u. If n = [nx, 

11)~ 11:.]T is a unit normal at a point x on the surface, the integration by parts fonnula is 

faa f 00 f -;:- OdV = - a-dV + npOdS 
.' ox "Ox :i 

(2.30) 

where a and e arc fun ctions of (x, y, z). For multidimensional problems, Equation 

2.30 is usually referred to as the Green-Gauss theorem or the divergence theorem. 

Using this formula, integrating Equation 2.29 by parts, and rearranging terms, the 

following can be written: 
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-J crTC(rp) dV + J 
I' " 

(2.31) 

where, 

(2.32) 

is the s train corresponding to the arbitniry displacement fie ld 9. 

On the boundary, from Equ:\tion 2.8, (n .... D:t. + 11).1".\)' + I/::Tx;) = ]~., and so on. At point 

loads (n,l"u .... + 17)'TxJ' + I1;T;c)dS is equivalent to p ..... and so on. These arc the natural 

boundary conditions in the problem. Thus, Equation 2.31 yields the Galcrkin 's 

"variational form" or "weak form" for three-dimensional stress analysis: 

(2.33) 
v ,. , 

where <V is an arbit rary displacement consistent with the specificu boundary conditions 

of ll, Onc may now usc Eq. 2.33 to provide an approximate solution. 

for problems in linear elasticity, the above equation is precisely the principle of 

virtual work. $ is the ki nematicaIly admissi ble virtual displacement. The principle 

of virtual work may be stated as follows: 

Principle of Virtual ' York 

A body is in equilibrium if the intemal virtual work equals the external virtual 

work for every kincmatica lly admissible displacement fi eld ($, E(t;6)). 
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Note that Galerkin's method and the pri nciple of virtual work result in the same set of 

equations for problems of elasticity 'wlien same basis or co-ordinate functions are 

used. Galerkin's method works directly from the differential equation and is 

preferred to the Rayleigh-Ritz method for problems where a corresponding function 

to be minimised is not obtainable. 

2.2.8 Saint Vcmmt's l'J-jnciplc 

Finite Element Analysts often have to make approximations III order to define 

boundary conditions at support-structure interfaces. for example, consider a 

c~lItilever beam, free at one end and attached to a column with rivets at the other cnd_ 

Questions arise as to whether the riveted joint is totally rigid or partiaHy rigid, and as 

to whether each point on the cross section at the fixed end is specified to have the 

same boundary conditions. Saint Venant considered the effect of different 

approximations on the solution to the total problem. Saint Venant's principle states 

that as long [I S the different approximations arc statically equivalent, the resu ll ing 

solutions w ill be va lid provided the focus is on regions sufficiently far away from the 

support. That is, the solutions may significantly differ only within the immediate 

vicinity of the support. 

This principle is used to prove convergence of the SmartBolt model. 
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2.3 Finite Element Modelling 

2.3.1 Steps of a Lillc3r Finite E lement Analysis 

The primary differences between classical methods and finite elements are the way 

they "view" the structure and the ensuing solut ion procedure. Classical methods 

consider the structure as a continuum whose behaviour is governed by partial or 

ordinary differential equations. The finite element method considers the structure to 

be an assembly of small finite-sized particles. The behaviour oflhe particles and the 

overall structure is obtained by formulating a system of algebraic equations that can 

be readily solved with a computer. 

Typicall y, a finite clement analysis involves seven s teps as stated below. Steps 1,2,4,5 

and 7 require decisions made by the user of the finite clement program. The rest of 

the steps are automatically performed by the computer program. 

Step I: Discretize or model the structure: This step is generally preceded by a 

CAD (Computer Aided Design) drawing of the structure. The 

st ructure is divided into finite elements. Pre-proeessors help the user 

to create the finite element mesh. This step is onc of the most crucial 

in determining the solution accuracy of the problem. 

Step 2: Define the element properties: At this step, the user must define the 

element properties and select the types of finite elements that are the 

most suitable to model the physical system. 

Step 3: Assemble the element stiffness matrices: The stiffness matrix of an 

element consists of coefficients which can be derived from 
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equilibrium, a weighted residual, or an energy method. The clement 

stiffness matrix relates the nodal displacements to the applied forces at 

the nodes. Assembling of the element stiffness matrices implies 

application of equilibrium for the ,""hole structure. 

Step 4: Apply the loads: Externally applied concentrated or uniform forces, 

moments, and ground motions are provided at this step. Loads are not 

specified on a structure when modal analysis is performed. 

Step 5: Define boundary conditions: The support conditions IllUSt be 

provided, i.e., several nodal displaccments must be set to known 

values. The use of boundary elcments and reaction force processors 

allow the evaluation of reactions, which otherwise may not be 

provided as part of the solution output. 

Step G: Solve the -"ys/em of linear algebraic eqllations: The sequential 

application of the above steps leads to a system of simultaneous 

algebraic equations where the nodal d isplacements are the unknowns. 

Step 7: Calculate stresses: At the users discretion, fini te element programs 

can also calculate stresses, reactions, mode shapes or other pertinent 

information. Postprocessors help the user display the output in a 

graphical fonn. 
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In crating a finite c1cmcnt model one should strive for accuracy and computational 

effici ency. In Illost cases thc use of a complex and very refined model is not 

justifiable since il most likely provides computational accuracy at the expense of 

unnecessarily increased process ing time. The type and complexity of the modcl is 

dependent upon the lype of rcsults required. As a general rule, finite c lement 

modelling starts with a simple model. The results from the simple model combined 

with a an understanding of the behaviour of the system helps dec ide whether and at 

whieh part of the model further rcfinemcnt is needed. 

2.3.2 Typcs ofFinitc E lcments 

Depending 011 their dimcnsions, basic elements can be divided into three categories: 

line, area, and volume e lemcnts. Truss, beam and boundary elements are li ne 

elements. Plane stress, plane strain. axisymmctric and membrane plate and shell are 

area elements. Solid or brick, tetrahedral. and hexahedral are volume elements. 

Axisymmelric elements, although two dimensional in geometry, can also be regarded 

(I S solid elements as they model the total cross-section of solids with rotational 

symmetry. 

A detailed study of common elements types avai lable in conunercial software was 

conducted. \Vhereas only the two types of elements used in the Smart Bolt analys is 

are discussed here, a summary of other clement types is contained in Appendix C. 

Axisymmetrie Elements 

Problems involving three-dimensional axisymmetrie solids or solids of revolution, 

subj ected to axisymmetric loading, reduce to simple two-dimensional problems. 
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Storage tanks, rOlors, shells, nozzles, and nuclear containment vessels are some 

representative axisymll1etric structures. Because of total symmetry about the z axis, 

all deformations and stresses arc independent of the rotational angle O. In order 10 

analyse an axisYlTImctric structure, such as a cylinder with thickness, t, subjectcd to 

uniform internal pressure, p, the intersection of the cylinder with the plane YZ is 

modelled in the positive quadrant of the XYZ Cartcsian system. (The axisynunctric 

planc may vary from onc software package to another.) The loading, p, that is appl ied 

to the finite e lementlllodel corresponds to a slice of the structure defined by rotating a 

cross-sect ion of the structure about the z-axis by a unit angle e = Irad. Axisymmetric 

quadrilateral and triangular elements have two transitional degrees-of-freedom per 

node. 

Both triangular and quadrilateral elements have proved to be very highly accurate in 

comparison with classical analytical solutions. The comments made in the discussion 

on plane stress compatible and incompatible elements arc also valid for Hx isymmctric 

elements. 

A;dsymmetric Formulation 

Considering the elemental volume shown in Figure 2.5, the potential energy can be 

written in the form: 

(2.34) 

where r xdlx d is the elemental surface area, I is the boundary, and J'j represents a line 

load distributed around a circle. 
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(N = rdOdrdl. 
= relO ciA 

Figu,"c 2.5 - Elemefl(al Volllme 

All variables in the integrals arc independent 0[0. Thus, Equation 2.34 can be wriuen 

as: 

(
I r T r T i T ) '" T n =21{ - J, (0 cr)dA - ), (1I fr)dA - (1I Tr)dl - L.,"i Pi 
21\)\ . , 

(2.35) 

where, 

T (2.36) u = [11, w] 

f = [{o .Mr (2.37) 

T = [To T,] T (2.38) 

from Figure 2.6 the following relationship between strains E and dispiaccments u can 

be written: 

= [all all' 011 + alii flllJT 
a,.'oz'f)z ar'or 

The stress vector is correspondingly defined as: 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41 ) 
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Figure 2.6 - Deformation of Elemental Volllme 

The stress-strain relations arc given in the usual form : 

er = DE 

where the (4 x4) matrix 0 can be written as follows: 

v 
0 

v 
I - v I -v 

v 
0 

v 

D= 
E (J - v I - v 1- v 

(2.42) 
(I + v)(I- 2v) 1-2v 

0 0 0 
2(1- v) 

I ' v 
0 

I - v I - v 
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Gap Elements 

These elcments arc used to model cables, gaps between structural components. and 

gaps between a structure and its supports. Gap elemcnts can be either comprcssivc or 

tens ile. Compressive gap elements become active when compressive forces develop 

on the boundary clement after the gap is closed. Similarly, tensile gap elements (or 

cable elements) resist tens ile forces uncr the gap is closed (or the cable is extended in 

tension). 

It should be mentioned that most structural problems involving the use o f gap 

e lements arc non-linear. The non linear ity is attributed to the change or the system's 

stilTness which occurs when the gap elements are either act ivated or deactivated. 

2.3.3 Good Practices in Finite Elem ent Modelling 

Creating the proper model is the most crucial step in finite element analysis. The goal 

is to develop the most suitable nodal pattern that provides enough elements to obtain 

accurate results without wasting data interpretation and processing time. Modelling 

should always be based on conceptual understanding of the physical system and 

judgement on the anticipated behaviour of the structure. 

The foll owing list of guidelines, accumulated from modelli ng experience and selected 

from various sources, can be used as a basis to develop reliable models for stati c. and 

to a great extent. for dynamic analysis. The recommendations may not apply to all 

cases. 

a) A finite element mesh should be uniform whenever practical. However. 

non-uniformity is often required to obtain accurate results in regions of 
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rapid changes in geometry and loading. Only at those parts of the structure 

where the geometry, st resses, or loading change dramatically should the 

mesh be refined. 

b) The lIse of quadrilateral, s ix-sided solid, and hexahedral elements
1 

should 

be favoured except where triangular, four-sided solid, and tetrahedral 

elements are necessary to accommodate irregularities in geometry and 

loading. 

c) \Vhen using plate elements to model curved surfaces, a subtended angle of 

less than 10 degrees should be maintained. 

d) A 1110re refined mesh is required to obtain accurate stresses than 

displacemcnts. A convergence study should be performed, i.e., start with a 

simple model with a relatively small number of elements and p rogressively 

refine the model while observing the change in results. 

e) If the stress field has similar gradients in all directions, the analyst should 

try to maintain an aspect ratio of 1. Aspect ratio is defined as the ratio 

between the c lement's longest and shortest dimensions. Elements with 

high aspect ratio should be avoided. However, "poor" elements can be 

used in the analysis provided that they model regions of the structure 

where the stress gradient varies very gradually along the longest dimension 

of the elements. 

f) For regions with small variation of stresses, the aspect ratio could be as 

high as 10 to I and still yield good results. As a general rule, however, 

one should keep the element aspect ratios under 10 for deformation . 

analys is and under 3 for stress analysis. It should be noted that in 

deformation analysis the emphasis is placed on the accurate calculation of 
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the nodal displacements, whi le in stress analysis one is interested III an 

accurate calculation of both the displacements and stresses. 

g) Rapid changes in clement size should bc avoided. \Vhen the use of 

different clement sizes IS necessary, the transitional parts should be 

modelled by changing the dimensions of adjacent elements by less than a 

factor of l wo. 

b) For triangular elements, acute angles less than 30° should be avoided and, 

for quadrilateral elements obtuse angles greater than 120°. As a general 

rule, the use of skewed elements is acceptable when the primary interest is 

disp laccmcnts. If, however, stresses must be calculated accurately, then 

less skewing should be incorporated into the model. 

i) Holes, cracks, and localised changes in geometry can bc charac terised as 

geometric discontilluities. Modelling of geometric discontilluities depends 

on the interest in the accurate calculation of deformation s and stresses in 

the vicinity of the discontinuity. If deformations and stresses near the 

discontinuity are not or concern, onc can use a global model of the 

structure that has a coarse mesh around the discontinuity can be used. J f 

the goal is to obtain the response near the discontinuity, a local model 

should be used. Contrary to the global model, the local model uses a 

refined mesh in the vicinity of the discontinuity. There are two basic 

approaches to model holes, cracks and notches: 

• the first one involves the use of a local model wi th a refined mesh 

around the discontinuity. This approach usually requires a detailed 

mesh that can model the reg ion around the discontinuity in very 

fine detail , or 
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o if the stress concentration factor, K, is known from handbooks or 

experimental data, a model that calculates the primary stress 

around the discontinuity can be used. Such a model is less refined 

than the one required in the first approach. 

Where there are abrupt geometric changes, one should use a more refined 

mesh in the region where the changes are located. 

j) Abrupt changes in material properties can be handled with the approaches 

suggested for gf'ol11ctric discontinuities, i.e., with the aid of global and 

local models. 

k) For isotropic materials, Poisson's ratio must not be very close to 0.5. 

Also, for a Poisson's ratio close to zero, the structure may lose almost all 

its stiffness, and as a consequence, the rcsults could be erroncous. 

I) For anisotropic materials, the theoretical limits of Poisson's ratio and 

Young's modulus along the specified directions must be verified in order 

to avoid solution of inaccuracies. 

m) Models with elements that have stiffnesses differing more than 104 should 

be avoided. Large stiffness variations in a model may lead to sillgularities 

and ill -conditioned matrices that cannot be numerically handled by the 

processor. Large stiffness variations could occur in models that contain 

very small and very large size elements, in models simulating either soft or 

st iff structural parts, and in models that include stiff or soft elastic 

boundary and gap elements. Guidelines for the specific software should be 

followed for these situations. 
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n) A refined mesh should be used in the vicinity of abrupt load changes in 

order to capture the stress variation near the loads. The extent of the 

region that must be modelled with a fine mesh depends on the attenuation 

lengths from the points of application of the loads. Various design codes 

provide attenuation lengths for a variety of engineering applications. e.g. 

JRl in ASME Section VIII , where R is the radius and t is the wall 

thickness of an axisymmetric pressure vessel component. 

2.3.4 E lastic Failure C riteria 

This disclIssion aSSllmes clast ic behaviour of the structure, i.e. , the deformation it 

experiences is recoverable. In addition. it is a lso assumed that under the effect of the 

app lied forces. the system experiences small deformation s and strains. The word 

"small" impli es infinitesimal changes in geometry of the system. ]n the elastic state 

the stresses and strains that develop in a structure are uniquely defined regardless of 

the spatial and ti me var iat ion of the applied forces. Once the elast ic state is exceeded, 

even in a small region of the structure, deformation is no longer recoverable and its 

fu rther development depends on whether the structural material is ei ther ductile or 

brittle. 

For ductile materials, when the magnitude of the external forces is substantial, the 

structure experiences a permanent deformation known as plastic deformati on. Plastic 

deformations arc permanent changes in atomic positions of the structural material. 

They are irrecoverable and depend on both the spatial and the time variation of the 

appl ied forces. Contrary to the elastic state, the plastic state cannot be defined 

uniquely. 
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Plasti c deformations develop when the combinations of stresses at a region In the 

structure exceeds a crit ical value. The critical combination of the st ress components. 

that initiates plastic deformation s for ductile materials and cracks for brittle materials. 

is mathematically expressed as a failure or yield criterion. When regions of a 

s tructure are stressed beyond the elastic limit. the results obtained through a linear 

analys is could be inval id. In linear static and dynamic analysis onc does not evaluate 

deformations in the plast ic state. The task of identifying regions that have yie lded is 

~ICCO lllplished with the aid of fai lure or yield criter ia. 

It is pointed out that the word «failure" as lIsed for the fai lure criteria IS rather 

misleading. The deve lopmcnt of cither plas ti c stresses or cracks at a point or section 

in a structure does not necessarily imply that the structure has failed and cannot carry 

any further load. It simply means that further analysis using linear clast ic theory is no 

longer valid. at least for the vicinity of the region of the st ructure that "failed." 

Several competing theories propose di fferent fa ilure criteria. In general. all these 

theories provide fai rl y similar results. The most widely lIsed fai lure criteria a rc the 

Trcsca and the von Miscs for ductile materials, and the maximum normal stress 

criterion for brittle materials. 

In applying the Tresca and von Mises yield criteria the following points are important: 

• both the Tresca and von Mises stresses are scalar quantities, and when 

compared wi th the yield stress of the structure is stressed beyond the 

elast ic limit. 
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e yield criteria should be applied with caution III dynamic and fatigue 

analysis. 

Tresca Yield Criterion 

The Tr..:sca criterion states th<1t yielding initiates when onc·half tIle hugest difference 

between the principal stresses reaches one·half the yield stress of the structural 

rnaterial under pure tension. Assuming that G] < (J2<(J] Trcsca's yield criterion can be 

expressed as: 

(2.35) 

This criterion is not affected by the intermediate principle stress 0"2. 

Van M'ises Yield Crite rion 

According to von Mises, plastic deformation at a point initiates when the principal 

stresses at the point sati sfy the relationship: 

(2.36) 

O"y is the yield stress of the structural material under uniaxial tension. 

Maximum Normal Stress Criter ion 

For brittle materials, c.g., unreinforced concrete, cast Iron and porcelain, the 

maximum principal stress theory is used to predict brittle fracture . This theory 

proposes that fracture initiates when the maximum principal stress at a point, if 
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tensile, is equal to the ultimate stress from a uniaxial tension test and, if compressive, 

equals the ul t imate strcss from a uniaxial compression lcst. 
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3. Bolted Joints 

The purpose of this section is to develop some reasoning of what happens to a bolt 

during lhe assembly and loading processes and to identify the factors which contribute 

to its design. These concepts form the basis of some of the assumptions lI sed in the 

Smartbolt analysis. 

3.1Basic Concepts 

A boil serves two structural purposes: 

• It acts as a pin to keep two or morc joint members from slipping relative to 

each other (resists shear), andlor 

• ] ( acts as a heavy spring to clamp two or more pieces together (the bolt is 

in tension). 

In order to perform either of these functions, a bolt must be tightened properly. 

When a bolt is tightened (usually by turning the nut or the head of the bolt) the bolt is 

stre tched by a small amount. If the bolt is not st retched, it will not provide a clamping 

force on the parts being held together. If a bolt is used as a pin. it is still s tretched 

during assembly, because the forces generated by the stretching process hold the nut 

in place. producing friction between the joined members which contributes to the 

sliding resistance. 

The stretching of the bolt produces tensile stresses, but the turning action during 

tightening also causes torsional stresses (as a result of friction). Previous research and 

experiments [I] indicates that these torsional stresses almost completely relax within 

minutes afte r tightening. However, it is still a concern during assembly as the 

combined torsional and tensile stresses could cause bolt failure whi le tightening. 
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\Vhcn a bolt is put into service, it experiences one or more working loads 'which may 

put the bolt in any combination of static and cyclic tension and shear loads. The 

entire joint, i.c. bo lt, Ilut and clamped membcrs, behaves as a system of elast ic 

spnngs. Thus, 111 most cases, it is not possible to identify bolt loads exactly, but 

engineers can only approximate them and introducc a generolls safcty factor into the 

des ign. Generally, the more critical the application, the more complex the bolt 

analysis is, In some si tuations, only actual tests of prototype hardware y ield reliable 

results, 

The followin g are 50mc properties of bolted j oints which help to predict the joint 

behaviour: 

D Materials 

• Bolt geometry 

• function (or service of the joint) 

o \Vorking loads 

• Working environment 
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3.2 Bolted Joint Design 

3.2.1 Types of Strength 

As with all structures, the st rength of a bolted joint is determined by the weakest 

component. In order to design an adequate joint, the following basic " types of 

strength" must be considered - the designer will identify those which are not 

applicable in his particular application: 

(a) Tensile Strength: Primarily, onc should consider the capacity of a bolt to 

sustain a sufficient tensile force, as this force will be onc of the main 

factors to innuencc the clamping force between joint members. In most 

nppiications, the tensile strength of the bolt at ambient temperature under 

stat ic loads is the only bolt strength issue of concern. 

Cb) Thread Stripping Strength : I1 is necessary to determine whether or not the 

bolt and nut (or tapped hole) threads will sustain the tensile force in the 

bolt without shearing (or "stripping"). This is not a concern when standard 

nuts are used, but the thread stripping strength must be computed for 

tapped holes. 

Cc) Shear Strength : In some s ituations bolts are subjected to loads at right 

angles to the axis: shear loads. This is especially common in structural 

applications. 

(d) Brittle Fracture Strength: The above types of "normal" strength are the 

chief factors to consider in " normal" bolts under fairly stat ic loads, at room 

temperature. However, the boil behaviour changes, sometimes drastically, 

when one or more of these qualifications are absent. For example, if the 

bolt it made of a very hard material it can theoretically support very high 

tens ile loads. Ifa tiny crack or flaw exists in that bolt's surface, however, 
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it might fail suddenly and unexpectedly under loads well below its 

theoretical strength. 

(e) Strengths at Extreme Temperatures: This is another deviation from the 

norm which designers often face. Temperatures that arc higher or lower 

than ambient will alter the tensile and str ipping strength of the bolt because 

of basic changes in the tensile and shear strengths of the material from 

which the bolt is made. 

(f) ratigllc Strcl1c.th: Cyclic loads lead to entirely different types of failure as 

opposed to static loads. Materials in cyclic service fail well below their 

tensile and she-ar strengths. This is discussed in greater detail later. 

Cg) Stress Corrosion Cracking Strength: Failure may occur by the 

simultaneous application of st ress and a corrosive environment. The 

failure of a bolt due to Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC), or hydrogen 

embrittlemcnt, ean be inversely proportional into its conventional tensi le 

strength (which is related to hardness). Thus, a careful study of the 

operational environment of the bolt must be conducted. 

Although the above are the most common strength factors which influence the 

integrity of bolted joints, they are not the only ones as different operating 

environments may have other "side-effccts" on joints. 

3.2.2 Tensile Strength 

If a ductile fastener is placed in a tensile test machine and a pure tension load is 

gradually applied between the head of the bolt and the nut , a tension versus change

in-length curve such as that shown in Figure 3. 1 can be generated. 
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Thc proportional limit and the elastic limit are located near each other at the upper 

cnd of the elasti c region, Repeated load ing and unloading of the bolt within the 

clastic region will never result in a permanent deformation of the bolt, although it may 

result in fatigue fai lure, 

,-Ultimate Strength 

'--• 
(-o_- Yield Strength ,.-

Rupture 

Elasti c Region 

C h01 ngc in Len g th 

Fig ure 3.1 - Poil/ts ofil/lercst 011 til e Elastic ClIn'e 

The upper end of the s traight line ends al the proportional limit , foll owed closely by 

the yie ld strength point (beyond which tension loads produce some permanent 

deformation), Loading the fastener to th is last point \vill create a particular amount o f 

deformation - usually chosen as 0.2 or 0.5% of the initial length (proof strength). A 

definition of this sort is necessary because the point at which an engineering body can 

be said to have yielded is not obvious. Some portions of the bolt wil! have yielded 

long before the body as a whole has been loaded to its yield strength; and other 

ponions of the bolt are not even close to yield when the bolt has deformed 

permanently by about 0.5%. 

Another point of interest is the ultimate strength (often called tensile strength) of the 

bolt. This is the maximum tension which can be created by a tensile load on the bolt. 
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It is always greater than the yield strength - sometimes as much as twice yield - but 

always occurs in the plastic region of the curve, wel l beyond the point at 'which the 

bolt will take a permanent set. 

A final point of interest on the elastic curve is the rupture point, where the bolt breaks 

under the applied load. 

J f the bolt is loaded well into the phlstic region of its curve <tlld then the load is 

removed, it wi ll behave as suggested in Figure 3.2. Note that it returns to the zero 

load point along j] line that is parallel to the original elastic line, but offset from the 

original line by an amount determined by the permanent deformation created by the 

earlier tens ion load on the boil. 

I r the bolt is reloaded, but kcpt below the initial maximum tensile load appl ied, the 

bolt will follow this ncw straight line and wi ll aga in functi on elastically. In face, its 

behaviour wi ll be e lastic we ll past the tensi le load which caused permanent 

deformation in the first place. The difference between the original yield strength and 

the new yield strength is a function of the work hardening which has been done on the 

bolt by taking it past yield on the firs t cycle, as noted in Figure 3.2. Loading it past 

this new yield point \vill create additional permanent deformation; but unless it is 

taken well past the new yield point the bolt won' t be damaged, nor will it break by 

yielding it a little - in fact it wi ll become a litt le stronger, at least as far as static loads 

arc concerned. 
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Many bolt J1lGlerial s can be taken past initial , and new, yield pojnts a number of times 

before they break. The s tronger, more brittle m~teri a l s, however, can suffer a loss of 

strength by slIch treatment [3]. 

c 
o ." c 
~ 

I Work Hardeni ng 

Elongat ion 

Figur-c 3.2 - Work I/(mlcllillg o/a /Joll. The bolt is loaded (A) to point to M, well 
pasllhe yield slrength, rind Ihen unloaded (D) 10 reveal a permanent deformation . If 
reloaded, it will follow path (C). 

Because the s tress distribution in a bolt is complicated, computing st rength would be 

difficult, so engineering societ ies have devised a way to determine strength 

experimentally and to base design and manufacturing specifications on the resulting 

data. 

A large number of fasteners, made with well-defined materials and standard thread 

confi gurations, were subjected to tensile loads to determine: 

• The highest tensi le force they could withstand without taking any 

permanent deformation (called the proof load). 

• The tensi le force which produces 0.2% or 0.5% permanent deformat ion 

(used to define yield strength) 

• The highest tens ile force they could support prior to rupture (used to define 

ultimate tensile strength). 
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The resulting data were then published. Onc doesn' t have to worry about stress 

nw.gnitudes or variations; the tables tell one the magnitudes of force Cl fastener of Cl 

given shape and material can safely s usta in. fastener manufacturers are required to 

repeat these tests periodically to make sure that thei r products meet the original 

standards. 

There was also a need to compute design limits for non-standard-fasteners. Here the 

path becomes a little more gloomy. The societies which tested the fasteners found, by 

experiment, that if the load at yield was di vided by a cross-sectional area based on the 

mean of the pitch and minor diameter of the threads, the result was Cl theoretical 

tensile st ress at yield which agreed cl osely with the stress at which Cl cylindrical tes t 

coupon of the same material would yield . Similar results for ultimate st rength, proof 

load, etc. were also obtained. The following parameters could then be defi ned: 

o The stress arca, As of a standard thread, based on the mean of pitch and 

root diameters (see Figure 3.3) 

• The proof strength of a given tlu'ead, computed by divid ing the 

experimentally determined proof strength by the stress area 

• The uhimate strength and yield strength of a given thread, calculated by 

dividing the experimentally determined ultimate and yield load, 

respectively, by the same area. 
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Nominal diamclCr 

Pitch diameter 

Root diameter 

Figure 3.3 - nlc relalionship hcllI'f!i!1I roOI ditllllefer, pilch tii(lIl1elcr, (IIl(lolltside 
or lIomillol diflmeter. 

The tensile force rcquirec\ lo yield or break the bolt is simply, 

(3.1) 

where F = force which will cause the bolt to fail 

a = the ultimate tensile or yield strength orthe bolt material 

As = effective "stress area" ofthc threads. 

3.2.3 Thread Stripping Strength 

Another simple equation is used in estimating the s tatic strength of threads: 

F = Su AI'S (3.2) 

where Su = the ultimate shear strength orlhe Ilut or bolt materials 

A rs = the cross-sectional area through which the shear occurs. 

(This is not the cross sectional area oflhe body. 

Failure will occur in either the nut or bolt threads - or in both s imul taneously 

depend ing on the relative strengths of the nut and bolt materials. A different 

expression must be used to compute the shear stress area for each type of failure [4]. 

The following equations have been derived for standard 60° threads. 
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Nut Material Stronger than Bolt Material 

Failure occurs at the root or bolt threads. The equations for shear area (ATS) and the 

length of thread engagement (Le) required to develop full strength of the threads are 

as follows: 

2As L, ~ ---."-;-~:-----"------.,, 

11IlK, ,,,,, [ ( L) + 0.57735(E s"'i" - K ""'" ) ] 

\vhere ATS = shear area at root of bolt threads 

n = inverse of pitch 

AS = stress area of bolt tlu eads 

Knl11 :1.'I: = maximum ID Ofl1111 

E Smill = minimum PD (pitch diameter) of bolt 

Nut Material \Veaker than Dolt Material 

Failure occurs al the root or the nut threads. The equations arc: 

ATS= 11IlLoD mi,[- 1 + O.57735(D, mi' - K"",,)] 
211 

where D smin = minimum OD of bolt threads 

Elllll;J.~ = maximum PD or nut 

S SI = tensile strength of the bolt materia l 

ATS = shear area at rool of nut threads 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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n = inverse of pitch 

As = stress area of bolt thrcads 

Le = Length of thread cngagcment required to develop full 

strength. 

Nut and Bolt orEgual-Strength Materials 

Failure occurs simultaneously in both parts, at the pitch line. The equations are: 

An = 1tE ~ 
• ....1' 2 (3.7) 

L = 4A s 
, E ". , (3.8) 

where Ep = nominal pitch diamcter 

As = stress area of bolt threads 

ATS = shear area at pitch line of both threads 

= Icngth of thread engagement required to develop full strength 

3.2.4 Shear Strength 

Shear loads of thc sort shown in Figure 3.4 are often encountered in st ructural steel 

applicat ions. There can be either one or several shear planes through a bolt, 

depending on the nature of the joint and the number of joint members being clamped 

together. These shear planes could pass either through the body of the bolt or through 

the threads, or through both. 

In order to computc the shear strength of the bolt, the shear strength of the material 

(Su) is multiplied by the total cross-sectional area of the shear planes, taking all of 
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them into account. For shear planes through th reads, the equivalent thread stress area 

(As) is used. For example, for the condi tions of Figure 3.4(d): 

F = Su (21\" + 2As) (3.9) 

where An is the cross-sectional area of lhe body. 

F 'I, 

F F 

'I, 

(") 

(b) 

+ --. F 'I, 

'I, ... -+-- 'I, + + 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 3.4 - Possible shear (o(uting L'omtitiolls 011 (l boil ill (l 
structllral joilll 

3.2.5 Torsional Strength 

+-~ 'I, 

When a nut is tightened, a torsional moment as well as a stretching force is applied to 

the bolt, as a result of frictional and geometric restraints between the nut and bolt 

threads. The torsional moment (Ttor) applied to the bolt is given by the following 

expression (assuming that there is no prevailing torque): 
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T ~ F (~+ l'.!..'L) 
tor P2 " Tt COS 1.J 

(3. 10) 

where P = thread pitch 

= the coefficient of fri ction between the threads 

T, = the effective radius of contact between threads 

= the half angle of a tooth 

= torsional moment 

= rrc10ad 

AsslIming that onc can substitute an equ ivalent cylinder for the fas tener, and that the 

cylinder has a diameter equal to the nominal diameter, D, of the fastener and a length 

equal to the e ffective length, L[. of the fastener (normally approximated as the length 

of the bolt plus one half of the thickness o f the nut, plus onc half of the thickness of 

the head), one can write the following expressions for the angle of twist, e t\\' (in 

radians), the torsional energy. W !or. and the maximum stress, Stor, produced in the 

outermost fibre of the fastener as follows: 

(3. 11 ) 

(3. 12) 

(3.13) 

where G is the shear modulus. 
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3.2.6 Bending Strength 

If the geometry of the joint forces the boil to bend as it is tightened, it will see 

add itional tensil e stress along its outer curved surface and less tensile s tress alone the 

inner curved smf acc. Assuming that the bolt can be rcplaced by an equivalent 

cylinder having an external diameter equal to the nominal diameter orthe fastener, D, 

and a length equal to the fastener' s e ffective length, LE, the bending moment, Mb, the 

maximum stress created by pure bending, Suo and the bending energy, \Vbn, can be 

computed as follows: 

(3.14) 

MD ED Su = _ b_=_ 
2 1 2R 

(3. 15) 

(3. I 6) 

where LE = effective length or the fastener 

E = modulus of elasticity 

= moment of inertia 

R = radius of curvature 

3.2.7 Load Combin:ltions on a Bolt 

In most applications a bolt will see a combination of tension, torsion, shear and 

bending stresses. Exactly which combination will depend on the geometry of the 

given set of parts and on the coefficient of fri ction. It is never possible in practice to 

compute the resulting maximum stresses in a given fastener, because there is never 

enough information about the variables involved. 
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An expression for the distribution of energy in a bolted joint - the energy introduced 

to the joint by the work done in tightening the nut - can be written. Although this 

equation still involves all the variables encountered in practice, it does show how 

complex the act of tightening a bolt can be and forces one to keep this fact in mind 

when dealing with some of the simplified design equations. 

Assumi ng that there is a linear relationsh ip between input torque and turn of the nut, 

the work into the system, Win, can be defined: 

(3.17) 

= the maximum torque applied to the nut 

= the total turn applied to the nut (radians) after "snugging". 

This is only an approximation, because it assumes a linear relationship. However, this 

expression describes most of the input work. (In any case, one would probably never 

have enough information about a fastener to achieve exact solutions.) 

\Vhen a nut is tightened on a bolt in order to clamp a joint together, work is done on 

the joint in a number of ways. It is possible to write an expression for each portion of 

this work and to set their sum equal to the input work. As the assumption of a linear 

relationship between Tin and 8 in has been made, the following also assumes a linear 

build-up in energy stored in each mode. 

'York done in stretching of the bolt: 

1 
W,," = -(l\Lx Fp) 

2 

where 6L = change in length of the bolt 

Fp = preload 

(3.18) 
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\Vork done in twisting orl11c halt: 

\V = .!.(T )' 32L, 
tor 2 lor 1tOD4 (3.12) 

Work done against the friction forces between nut and bolt threads: 

(3.19) 

where 8R = the relative turn between nut and bolt. 

\Vork done against friction forces between joint nut and joint members: 

1 1 
Wnr = 2"Tnr xO jn =2 ~lnfl) r"0,,, (3.20) 

where ein = total input turn (in r<ldi<lns) 

r" = effective contact rad ius between nut and joint 

= coefficient of friction between nut and joint 

Work done in bending of the bolt: 

1 "ED'L W - E 
bn - 2" 64R 2 

(3.16) 

Work done in compressing the joint: 

(3.21) 

where !J.Tj = compression of the joint (deflection) 

= preload 

Work done in compressing the nut: 
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(3.22) 

where 6. T N = compression of the nut (denection) 

Fp = preload 

The swn of all these terms can be equated to the input work. Combining these work 

terms yields the following equation: 

[( )' ] ( ) .. P l r 32L . . , l 0 r 
f- _ +l.u... ( ") + F l>L+l>f. +l>T +f, R< + fl O. r 

I' 21t cosp n04G I' J N cos P n "''' 

(3.23) 

(
EnD'L E • ) 

+ 64R 2 - f;"O;" =0 

This equation invol ves a number of factors \.vhich will be difficult (or impossible) to 

estimate in a given application - slIch things as the coefficients of fri ction, the radius 

of curvature of the bolt , the relative turn between nut and bolt, and the "deflection" of 

the nut, for example. The equation also assumes a linear bllild ~up of input torque, Tin. 

which makes it only a rough approximation. This energy equation demonstrates that 

it is not a trivial matter to predict how mllch preload is applied to a bolt when torque 

is applied to the nut. 

Designers are interested primarily in the tensile strength of bolts, and less often in the 

shear strength, The tensile strength detem1ines the amount of preload that can safely 

be appl ied to the bolt on tightening, and the amount of tensi le working load it can see 

thereafter. It is important to recognise that the tensile st rength of a given fastener is 

reduced i r the fastener also sees torsion or shear loads. 1n an extreme case, for 

example, if the nut and ball threads have galled near the end of the tightening 

operation, and unusually high level of torsion will result in the bolt. If tension is then 
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applied, the bolt will break at a tension level well below normal (perhaps cvcn below 

proof load). The tors ion stress has ~'robbed" part of the total strength of the bolt. 

Only if the bolt is loaded, statically, in pure tension can it support a proof load without 

deformation. 

Torsion stress will "rob" part of the total strength of the bolt only while the tors ion 

stress is present. As a ball is lorqued, for example, it is subjected to somc torsion. 

Such ,I bolt will yield at a certain level of tensile stress. Afte,r the torque is removcd, 

ho\,\·cvcr. the torsion stress will tend to disappear (as a result of embedment 

relaxation). If an external tensi le load is then applied to the fastener, it will support a 

higher level of tension than that which caw;;cd it to yield in the first place, as 

suggested in Figure 3.5. 

D ....... ~ ......... ............. 

.. ........ ~ .. Bott toodcd by 

tightenin g the nut 

Elongation 

bolt load in pure tension 

Figure 3.5 - A Fasteller tightened with (I Torque tool 
While the bott is tightened , it is exposed to sim ultaneous torsion and tension. and 
w ill yield at a s lightl y lower level oftcnsile stress (A) than a fastener subjected to 
pure tension. This same fastener however will support a higher tensil e stress in 

serv ice before yielding any further (8), because the torsion stress component will, in 
general, disappear rather rapidly after initio ll ightcning in most situations. 
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3.2.8 PreJaod and Torque Contr'oJ 

The main purpose of most bolts is to clamp the j oint members together. The clamping 

force is created when the bolts are tightened during assembly. creating prcload 

(tension) in them. 

During initia l assembly of an individual bolt there is a linear relationship between the 

tension in a bolt and its preload. Howcver. the tensile load in a bolt wi ll change as 

other bolts are tightened and/or the j oi nt is put in service. 

Most bolting references use the term "preload" to describe the tension in the bolts at 

any time, during assembly, in use, e tc. It is important to di stinguish between the 

following: 

Init ial preload: the tension created in a bolt when it is first tightened 

Residual prc load: the tension remaining in a bolt at the end of the assembly 

process, after all bolts have been tightened 

Tension in Cl bolt: the tension 1n Cl bolt in service. 

The tension in a bolt is determined by many factors, each affected by nay sub factors. 

Preload dominates all other factors in most si tuations. Correct initial preload is 

essential. 

The easiest and ehcapest way to control prcload is to control the torque and/or turn, as 

these are the inputs to the system. Unfortunately, however, the relationship between 

torque Or turn and prcload is not as predictable as one would like. 
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Torque 
Figu n~ 3.6 - Normal relatiollship betweell flpp/ictl torque (lfu/ 
ac/Jiel'('d prc/o(ld. The straight line bccomcs 11 curve nl the lOp 

when: someth ing (the bolt of joint) slarts 10 yie ld . 

Experience and theoretical analysis indicate that there is usually a linear relationship 

between the torque applied to a fastener and the prc load developed in a given fas tener, 

see Figure 3,6. 

torque = Preload x (a constant) 

(3.24) 

Deriving the constant, C, has proven to be quite a challenge, A number is equations 

have been deri ved which attempt to define it. The following onc (known as the long 

form equation) has been proposed by Motosh [5]: 

T F ( 
P ~L , r, ) 

in= ' 1' -+--+ ~lnrn 
2" eosp 

= torque applied to the fastener 

= preload created in the fastener 

p = the pitch of the threads 

(3.25) 

= the coefficient of fricti on between nut and bolt threads 

= the effective contact radius of the threads 

= the half angle of the threads 
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~ln = the coefficient of fri ction between the face of the nut and the 

upper surface of the joint 

1"/1 = the effective radius of contact between the nut and joint 

surface 

This eq uation involves a simpl ification, and so the «answer" it gives is in error by a 

small amount. Il owever, it is probably the most revealing of the so~ea ll ed long~form 

equations that have been proposed. 

The equation shows that the input torque (left side of the equation) is resisted by three 

reaction torques (three components on the right-hand side). These are: 

P 
FI'-

2" 

F~ 
p cosp 

is produced by the inclined plane act ion of the nul threads on 

the boil threads. This could be called the boil stretch 

component of the reaction torque. 11 also prod uces the force 

which compresses the joint and the nut, and it is a part of the 

torque which twists the body of the bolt. 

is a reaction torque created by frictional restraint between nut 

and bolt threads. It also provides the rest of the torque which 

twists the bolt (unless there is some prevailing torque which 

would add a third component to the twist torque). 

is a reaction torque created by frictional restraint between the 

face of the nut and the washer or joint. 
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Using a fastener's dimensions and assuming coefficients of friction and input torque, 

the magnitude of each of the three reaction components can be computed separately. 

Experience has shown [1] that the nllt friction torque is approximately 50% of the 

total reaction~ thread friction torque is approximately 40% and thc so~called bolt 

stretch component is only 10%. 

The coefficient of fr iction is very difficult to control and virtually impossible to 

predict. There are more than 30 variables that affect the fri ction seen in the th readed 

fastener. These include such things as: 

• The hardness of all parts 

• Suriace fini shes 

• The type of materia ls 

• The thickness, condition, and type of plating, ifpresent 

• The type, amount, condition, method of application, contamination, and 

temperature of any lubricants involved 

• The speed with which the nut is tightened 

• The fit between threads 

• Hole clearance 

• Surface pressures 

Many of these factors can be controlled to some degree, but complete control IS 

probably impossible. 

Friction is often cited as the only villain in the torque-preload equation, but that is not 

the case. Although one may think one knows the pitch of threads, the half-angle, or 
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the effective contact radii between parts, in practice, there are surprising variations in 

all these factors. 

The bolt is not a rigid body. 1t is a highly stressed component with a very complex 

shape and severe stress concentrations. The basic deformation is usually elastic, but 

there are always portions of the bolt (e.g. in the thread roots) which deform 

plastieally, altering the geometric factors rt and the pitch. 

The face of the nul is seldom exactly perpendicular to the axis of the threads. Holes 

arc seldom drilled exactly perpendicular to the surface of the joint. so contact radius rll 

is usually unknown. Some experiments indicate that these factors can introduce even 

more uncertainty than friction does [1]. 

All of the above variables arc at least visible in the long-term equations. There are 

other sources of error, however. to which this torque-balance equation is blind. When 

a nut is tightened, work is done on the entire nut-bolt-joint system. Part of the input 

work ends up as bolt stretch or friction loss, but other portions of the input work end 

up as bolt twist, a bent shank, nut deformation, and joint deformation. The "true" 

relationship between input torque and bolt preload, therefore, must take these outputs 

into account. In one extreme case, for example, if the threads ga ll and seize, input 

torque produces just torsional strain and no preload at all. The long-form equation 

(equation 3.25) would suggest that "all is lost in thread friction torque" for this 

situation (infinite coefficient of friction in the tlueads). This isn' t true, but thread 

friction torque is a twist component, so the equation doesn't lie. The result is strain 

energy, not heat. Although the torque-balance equation does describe the action and 

reaction torques on the system correctly, it would be incorrect to say, "Every part of 
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the input energy which is not converted to preload must end lip as friction loss 

because the equation shows only preload or friction terms." The torqucs arc only cam 

action or friction torques, but what this means from and energy distribution standpoint 

is not revealed by the torque equation. 

Another factor which is not included in the long-form equation is prevailing torque: 

the torque required to run down a lock nut which has a plastic insert in the thrcads, for 

example. The insert creates interference between nut and bolt threads, and thereby 

helps the fastener resist vibrat ion. The torque required to overcome this interference 

doesn't contribute to the bolt strctch. It might be considered and addition to the 

thrcad friction component of torque, but it is Cl function of the design of the lock nut , 

and of the materials llsed, as \vell as the geometry, so it is best hand led as a separate 

term, as suggested below: 

"J' F (P fl, r, ) l' in = ·1' - + - -+Pllrn + P 
2n cosp 

(3.26) 

wherc TI' = prevailing torque. 

The prevailing torque is not a function of pre load, the way all the other terms arc. Tt 

may also not be a constant; it may change as the lock nut is rather farther down the 

bolt. or is reused. 

The nut used for the Aircraft bolt which is being investigated does contain a plastic 

insert. The associated prevailing torque is ignored in the analysis of the bolt, as this is 

a conservative approach. 
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There is another widely used equation which is probably more userul than the long 

form. The so-called short-form equation is: 

T;" ~ F,,(KD) (3.27) 

where Tin ;::; input torque 

= achieved preload 

D = nominal diameter of the bolt 

K = "ntlt factor" (dimension less) 

I f a prevai ling torque fastener is used, the equation must be written: 

(3.28) 

The discussion ,"vhich rollows assumes no prcvailing torque, which is usually the case. 

Note that the nut factor K is nol a coefficient of friction. 1l is, instead, a general-

purpose experimental constant which states that "when this torque is (experimentally) 

applied to the fastener and the achieved preload is actually measured, it is discovered 

that the ratio between the torque and preload could be defined by the follow ing 

expreSSiOn: 

Tin = KO 
F , (3.29) 

It is convenient that K SUlllmanses anything and everythi ng that has affected the 

relationship between torque and preload in the experiment: includ ing friction, torsion, 

bending, plastic deformation of threads, and any other factor that one mayor may not 

have anticipated. 
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Il owcvcr, thc disadvantagc of the factor K is that it can only be determined 

experimentally, and experience has shown that it really has to be redetennined for 

each new application. Even then, it is llot a s ingle llumber. Experience also shows 

that for accurate prediction, one has to made Lt number of experiments to determine 

the mean K, standard deviation, etc. I-I aving done this, however, onc can indeed 

prcdict the minimum and maximum prcload which one would achieve for a given 

input torquc, at Cl prcd ictablc con ftdence level. Th is cannot be done with the long

fo rm equation. 

From prevIOus experiments and reports received from field service engineers on 

mai ntenance construction sitcs, the range of K is from 0.1 5 to 0.25; the mean is 1.99, 

and the standard deviat ion is 0.05. [1]. 

3.2.9 Stiffness and Strain Effec ts 

Consideration of the stiffness and strain effects in a bolt is useful in the definition of 

bolt behaviour due to external loads. 

Consider equal and opposite forces applied to the ends of a rod of non-uniform 

diameter, as shown in Figure 3.7. If the tension stress created in the rod is below the 

proportional limi t, llooke's law and the relationship between springs in series can be 

used to compute the change in length of the rod. 

F F 

2 
1 

3 

Figure 3.7 - Rod of NOIJ-mtiform Dimll(:ler. Loaded ill Te" s;on 
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The combined change in length of the rod will be equal to the sum of the changes in 

each section: 

Ilookc ' ~ law state that the c1Kmge in onc section will be: 

where 

FL 
l>L ~ -

EA 

l>L :.= the change in length 

A = the cross-sectional area 

L = the length of the section 

E = the modulus of elasticity 

F = the applied tensile force 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

Since the various sections 3re connected in series, they each see the same force, so 

when these two equations are combined, onc can write: 

( L, L, L,) 
l>Lc ~ F -,-+--+--

EA, EA, EA, 

The spring constant of a body is defined as: 

F 
K ~

l>L 

where K = the spring constant 

= the change in length of the body under load 

F ~ the applied load 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 
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The spring constant ofa group of bodies, connected in series, is: 

(3.34) 

where KT = the combined spring constant ofthc group 

KJ..3 = spring constants of indi vidual members of the group 

The equation for the spring constant of a body can be rewritten as: 

F 
6L ~ -

K 
or 

Comparing the equation for the spring constant for a group of bodies to the equation 

for the stretch or change in length of Cl group of bodies reveals that: 

1 L, Ll Ll 
-~--+-- +-.-

KT EA, EA, EA, 
(3.36) 

The stiffness of either n plain or complex body is very much a function of the relation 

between length and cross-sectional area - it is a function of the shape of the body just 

as much as it is a fUllction of the material from which th~ body is made. 

The equations used for a rod having several different diameters are basically the 

equations which would be used for computing the change in length and stiffness of 

bolts. If onc computes or predicts the lengths, cross-sectional areas, and modulus of 

elasticity of the material, one should be able to compute the deflection under load. As 

explained below, this is unfortunately not so simple. 

Tensile loads are not applied to bolts "from end to end"; they are applied between the 

inner face of the nut and the under surface of the head. The entire bolt is not loaded, 
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therefore, the way test rods arc. There is zero tensi le stress In the f ree ends, for 

example. 

There is, however, some st ress in portions of both the head and threads. One cannot 

assume that the boil is merely a cylinder equal in length to the grip length. Instead, 

one has to mnke some assumption concerning the stress levels which allow the 

estimation of an "effective Icngth" for the bolt whieh is somewhere between the true 

overall length and the grip length. 

Tensile st ress in a ball is maximum near the inner faces of the head and nut, and that 

tensile stress is zero at the outboard faces of nut and head. Assuming that there is a 

uniform decrease in stress from inboard to outboard faces of the head, one can make 

the assumption that the average stress level in the head of the bolt is onc-half the body 

stress; or a mathematically equivalent assumption can be made that one-half of the 

head is uniformly loaded at the body st ress level and that the rest of the head sces zero 

st ress. Similarly, it can be stated that onc-half of the threads engages by the nu t are 

loaded at the "exposed th read" stress level. It can now be stated that the effective 

length. LE. of the fastener is equal to the length of the body, Ln. plus one-half the 

th ickness of the head, Tl b added to the length of the exposed threads, LT, plus one hal f 

the thickness of the nut, TN• as suggested in Figure 3.8. 

T H La LT TN 

~ 1+-1· ~·>I<-+II ··I ~ I. L, ,I 
§ ~ 

Figure 3.8 - J/Il1stratiOJl o/tlle Actllal Bolt COlljig llrtltioll (A) mu/the Equivalellt COlljig llrtltioll (B) 
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There is real ly no simple way one could deal with the true stress distribution un less an 

advanced analysis is conducted, e.g. Finite Element Analysis. Even thi s would 

require simplifications as thc model would require morc information about the 

geometry of a particulo. r boil and joint than could be provided. However, the 

assumptions made here give reasonable predictions in many applications, because the 

bulk of the fastener is stressed at, or near, the levels assumed. It is only the surfaces 

of the fastener that exhibit the lI1:lxin1\1i11 deviations from these averages. Also, as the 

bolt length to diameter ratio decreases (i.e. the bolt becomes stubby), the above 

assumption for effective length becomes more inaccurate. 

Assumpt ions concerning the cross-sectional areas of the bolt also have to be made 

when computing the change in iengt.h. The body area is no m ystery and can be 

calculated quite easily. For the cross-sectional area of the threads, however, the 

effective "stress area," As (discussed earlier), must be used. 

The approximate change in length of the bolt under load can now be computed as 

follows: 

L>L = F.(~+ L" J 
C I EA EA 

8 S 

(3.37) 

where Lbe = the effective length of the body 

Lse = the effective length of the threads 

.6.Lc = combined change in length of all portions 

As = the effective area of the threads 

All = the cross-sectional area ofthc body 
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E = the modlllus of elasticity 

Fp = tension in the bolt 

Once it is known how to compute the change in length of the fastener, the spring 

constant or stiffness can also be estimated using the relationship: 

(3.38) 

So far only the stiffncss of the boil itself has becn considered. The joint is never 

clamped by a bolt only, however it is clamped by a bolt-ancl-nut system - or by a bolt-

nut-washer system. The stiffness of this combination of parts is found by: 

I I I I - =- +--+-
KT Ku KN Kw 

where Kr = total stiffness of the system 

Ku = sti ffness of the bolt 

= stiffness of the nut 

Kw = stiffness of the washer 

(3.39) 

Joint members can also be treated as spnngs In senes when joint sti ffness and 

deflection are computed. The loads, of course, are compressive rather than tensile, 

but the basic equations are the same. For example, if equal and opposite forces are 

applied to a pair of blocks as shown in Figure 3.9, the change in thickness, 6Th of the 

system of blocks and the spring constant, KJ, wi ll be: 

6TJ= 6T +6T =F(l+l) 
I 2 EA EA 

I 2 

(3.40) 

and 
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(3.41 ) 

where 

1 lIT, T, 
-=-+-=--+--
K K, K, EA, EA, 

(3.42) 

T, 

F-i~.[ I 
Figure 3.9 - Two Blocks ill Compres:i;OI1 

ThcorcticallY1 the relationship between applied compressive force and deflection for 

the pair of bl ocks should be linear as long as the force stays within the clastic limit of 

the material. In practice, however. it is often found that the stiffness of a joint is not 

linear, and may not be full y clastic. 

Just as simplifications were made in assuming an equivalent body shape for a bolt in 

order to make calculations less complicated. some simplifications need also to be 

made for the joint. 

That portion of the joint which is put in compresslve stress by the bolt can be 

described as a barrel with a hole through the middle. Some researchers have therefore 

substi tuted an "equi valent barrel" for the joint, but more common substitutions are 

hollow cylinders or a pair of frustum cones. A discussion of eight proposed ways to 

estimate the stiffness of a hard joint is given by Motosh [5]. The equivalent cylinder 

approach is described at length by Meyer and Strelow [1]. Unfortunately, each of 

these techniques assumes that: 
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" Joint behaviour will be linear and fully elastic. 

• There is only onc bolt in the j oint and it passes through the centre of the 

members being clamped together (this is called a concentric joint). 

• The external load applied to the joint is a tension load and it is applied 

along a line that is concentric with the bolt axis. 

Here, the equ ivalent cylinder approach is demonstrated to estimate st iffness. This 

involves the general equation: 

K 
_ EAc 

J - ~~ 

T 
(3.43) 

where KJ = st iffness of the j oint 

E = modulus of elasticity 

Ac = cross-sectional area of the equivalent cylinder used to 

represent the joint in st iffness calculations 

T ~ total thickness of the joint or grip length 

The only difficulty is Ac, the cross-sectional area of the equivalent cylinder. The 

equat ions used here for Ac are summarised in Figure 3.10. 
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Du 

D, 
T 

DII is the di ameter of the hole in thcjoirH . 

if 011 < DJ ~ 3DlJand T s SD 
thell 

(3.45) 

n(, , ) n( Dj I DBT T') Ac=- Du-DII+- --1 --+-
4 8 Db 5 100 

(3 .45) 

i f DJ ~ 3DlJand T s: RD 

thonAe = ~[( DB + ;IS - Dlt] 
(3.46) 

Figure 3. I 0 - Equfltiolls To COIllPIl1C The Sri/lues:; Of Concelt/ric Joints Using Tlt e Equivalent 
Cylinder 1I'lelllO(/. 

Note that there arc three different equations, depending on the diameter of contact, 

DB. between the bolt head (or washer) and the joint, and its relationship to the outside 

diameter of the joint, DJ [7,8]. If the joint has a square or rectangular cross section, its 

"diameter" is the length of one side (or of the shortest side of the rectangle). DJ•1 is the 

diameter of the hole. 

Experience shows that the stiffness of a " typical" joint ranges from 3 to 5 times the 

stiffness of the bolt which would be used in such ajoint. Very thin joints, like sheet 
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lTIetal. will be substantially stiffer. although the stiffness of the bolt wi ll also increase 

rapidly as it gets shorter. 

3.2.10 Theoretical Bch:wiour of a Joint Undcr Tensilc Loads 

In order to understand the working behaviour of a bolted joint. an understanding of 

the forces and deflection in the joint ITIUst first be illustrated. Figure 3. 11. greatly 

exaggerated to illustrate the effects. shows what happens when a bolt is tightened. 

Tightening the bolt sets up stresses and strain in both the bolt and joint members. The 

bolt is placed in tension~ it gets longer. The joint compresses, at least in the vicinity 

of the bolt. It always does this, regardless of how stiff it may appear to be. 

stretches 1 
Bolt 

Figure 3. 1 J - Tightenillg A Boil Stretches The Bolt Alld Compresses The Joint 

Separate elastic eurves can be plotted for the bolt and joint members (Figure 3. 12), 

plotting the absolute value of the force in each on the vertieal axes and the 

deformation of each (elongation of the boil and compression of the joint) on the 

horizontal axes. 
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Figure 3. 12 - Elllstic CUTI'es/or Bolf mul Joi"t Members 

The following three points should be noted: 

I. Typically. the slope, Ks , orlhe bolt's elastic curve is only onc-third to OI1C-

firth of the slope, KJ. of the joint's elastic curve. Another way of stating 

this is that the st iffness or spring rate of the bolt is only onc-third to onc-

fi nh that of the joint. 

2. The clamping force exerted by the bolt on the joint is opposed by an equal 

and opposite force exerted by the joint members on the bolt. The bolt 

"wants" to shrink back to its original length; the joint "wants" to expand 

to its original thickness. The bolt stays stretched, however, because the 

joint is pushing outward on it through the nut and through the head of the 

bolt. 

3. If onc continued to tighten the bolt, it (or the joint) would ultimately start 

to yield plastica lly. The following discussion assumes that the bolt is 

operated below the proportional limit of each curve. 
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The two elastic curves can be combined into what is called a joint diagram, as shown 

in Figure 3.13. This diagram has proven to be very useful when analysing joint 

behaviour. 

0 .. __ • 

"L 
-0, 

"T 

Figu r'c 3. 13 - Th e ElflJlic Curve!. For Bolt Ami J oillt Combillet! To Form A Joillt Diagram 

The tensile force in the bolt at this point (i.e. the intersection of the elastic curves) is 

ca lled the "preload" in the bolt - it is equal and opposite to the compressive force in 

the joint. 

Consider now externa l forces (equal and opposite) applied to the boil head and the 

nut. Since the bolt has been tightened. the joint has been pushing outward on the bolt, 

keeping it in tension. The new external tension load helps the joint support the 

tension in the bolt. In other words, the new external force partially relieves the joint. 

Sce Figure 3. 14. 
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Figure 3.14 - All Extemul LOt/d, L ,\';s Appfiell betweell/he 80ft/feud and Nul 

Since the strain (deformation) is proportional to stress (applied force), the partially 

relieved joint partially returns to its original thick.J1ess, moving back down its clastic 

curve. Simultaneously, the bolt, under the action of the combined joint force and 

external force, gets longer, following ils elastic curve. 

Note that the increase in length in the bolt is equal to the increase in thickness 

(reduct ion in compression) in the joint. The joint expnnds to follow the nut as the 

bolt lengthens. This is a key to understanding joint behaviour. See Figure 3. 15. 

new dL 

Lx 
\ of, 

F, 

o,""'----------+-+---'t 0, 
change new d T 

Figure 3. 15 - Joint Diltgrltfll wilh Exfeflw/ Lo(/d~' Appfiell Befwee" the Bolt H eml ami Nut 
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Recall that the stiffness of the bolt is only one-third to one-fifth that of the joint. This 

means that for an equal change in deformation (strain), the change in load (force) in 

the boil must be only one-third to onc-fifth of the change of the load in the joint. Sce 

Figure 3.15. The external tension load, Lx, required to produce this change of force 

and strai n in the bolt and joint members is equal to the increase in force on the bolt. 

6FB• plus the reduction in force in the joint, 6FJ: 

Lx ~ t.Fu + t.F, (3.4 7) 

Any external tension load, no matter how small, will be partially absorbed as new, 

added force in the bolt, 6fn, and partially absorbed in replacing the reduction in force 

that the joint originally exerted on the bolt, 6FJ . The force of the joint on the bolt, 

plus the external load, equals the new total tension force in the bolt, which is greater 

than the previous total , but the change in bolt force is less than the external load 

applied to the bolt. 

If the external load conti nues to increase, a point is reached where the joint members 

are fully unloaded, as shown in Figure 3.16. This load is called the critical external 

load. This critical load is not, in general, equal to the original preload in the bolt. 

However, it is often equal to the preload for several other reasons, for example: 

• In many joints the bolt is relatively soft (Iow spring rate) compared to the 

joint members. Under these condition s there is a very small difference 

between the preload in the bolt and the critical external load required to 

free the joint members. 

• Joints almost always relax after they have first been tightened. Relaxation 

of 10% or 20% of the initial preload is not at all uncommon. If a bolt has 
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one-fifth the sti ffn ess of the joint (which is also common), then the cr itical 

external load required to free the joint members is 20% greater than the 

residual preload in the bolt when the external load is applied. Under these 

conditions, the difference between the critical external load and the present 

preJoad is just about equal and opposite to the loss in preload that was 

caused by bolt relaxation. Therefore (by coincidence) the critical external 

load equals the original preload before bolt relaxation. 

LX c' il 

0, 0, 

Figure 3. 16 - Tile CrifiCllI D.:temlll Load is Re"clt ed Wltell A LL tlte J O;1I1 Compre!isioll is 
RelieJ'ctl 

A derivation of the mathematics of the joint is now presented. Figure 3. 17 shows the 

completed diagram where, 

= initial preload 

Lx = external tension load 

= change in load in bolt 

= change in load in joint 

6L,6L' = elongation of the bolt before and after application of 

the external load 

6T,6T = compression of joint members before and after 

application of the extemalload 
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LXcril = external load required to completely unload the joint 

(not shown on the diagram). 

new t..L 
~ Ill'" 

./ 

0" 

V 1\ 6.FJ T Lx 

~" r, \ 0) 
6L 6T' 

.--t 
6L' 

6T 

Figure 3. 17 - Completed Joint Dingrmll 

The spring constants or stiffness of the bolt and joint can be defined as follows: 

For the bolt: 
F 

KB =-P 
ill 

(3.48) 

For the joint: (3.49) 

By using trigonometry, and by recognising simi lar triangles where they occur, the 

fo llowing useful expressions can be derived: 

(3.50) 

un til joint separation, after which .6.FB = .6.Lx, and 

Lx,,;, ~ F..( 1+ ~: ) (3.5 I) 
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These simple joint diagrams arc very basic and very lIseful, even through they 

describe tbe behaviour of the joint under a vcry uncommon type of load ing - a tensile 

load applied between the bolt head and nut. 

Different diagrams mllst be lIsed if the external load is applied at different planes; but 

the bolt loads and critical load computed for these situat ions arc only a little different 

from the loads computed from the diagram already discussed. The first simple 

diagram, in fact, turns out to be a worst-case situation as far as bolt load calculations 

arc concerned. By using it , a greater-than-aclual increase in bolt tension, and a 

gr..::atcr-t han-nctud reduction ill intcrface clamping force in the joint will be predicted. 

If the design can tolerate thc predicted changes it will presumably have no difficulty 

with the actual changes. As a result, this "classical" joint diagram is oftcn used in 

joint design and analysis even though. it is based on external load application points 

that will probably never be encountered in practice. For a more thorough 

understanding. however, one must consider more realistic conditions and the resulting 

mod ifi cations in the joint diagram . 

Loads arc seldom, if ever, applied to a single "point" in a bolted joint. Loads are 

created by pressure, weight , shock, inertia, etc., and are transferred to the joint by the 

connected members. An accurate description of where that load is applied would 

require a detailed stress analysis (e.g., a Finite Element Analysis). The researchers 

who developed the classical joint diagram, however, have found a simpler way to 

"place" the load. They define hypothetical "loading planes," parallel to the joint 

interface, and located somewhere between the outer and contact surfaces of each joint 

member. They then aSSlIme that the tensile load on the joint is applied to tl,ese 
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loading planes. Joint mate rial between the loading planes will then be, theoretically, 

unloaded by a tensile load; joint material out of the planes will be Ut rapped" bct'wecn 

plane-of-application o f load and the head (or nut) of the fastener. 

In the preceding simple j oint diagram discussion, these planes coinc ided with the 

tipper and lower surfaces of the nange or joint. In the following discussion, load ing 

planes will coincide with thc interface betwcen upper and lower joint members, as 

suggested in Figurc 3.18. 

Figure 3. 18 - All Externfll Load, L x is lit fhe Joil/tllller/ace 

Note that the loading plane is in pure friction. Thus a so-called "bugger factor" is 

used to correct a joint diagram analys is, to make the analysis agree, for example, with 

experimental rcsults (which might show how an external tensile load actually affects 

the tension in a preloaded bolt). The loading plane remains a useful concept, though. 

In the preceding analysis: 

• The bolt was treated as a tension spring 

• The upper and lower flange members were treated as compression springs 
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• Tensile loads applied to each end of the boil stretched (loaded) the bolt and 

partially relieved (unloaded) the joint. 

All of this was analysed in ajoint diagram wh ich showed how onc spring was loaded 

and the other unl03decl by the external load. 

I f the same tensi le force, however, were applied to the interface between the upper 

and lower joint mcmbers, thcn both the bolt tension spring and the joint compression 

spring would be loaded by the external load. 

The two .flange pieces initially exert an equal and opposite force on each other -

forces equal to the preload in the bolt. As a small external load is applied at the 

interface, the forces that the two joint members exert on each other are part ially 

relieved. This means that the external load reduced the flange-on-flange force 

without increasing the total force in either the flange members or the bolt , yet. The 

joint diagram for this situation is shown in Figure 3. 19. Note that both elastic curves 

are drawn on the same side of the common vertical axis (the axis that represents 

origina l preload or FI') because both springs are loaded by the external force. 

Lx 

°'1+1. ____ ~LlL=__O_'_I._Ll_T_>i:1 
Figure 3. 19 - Joillt Diagram when (fit extern al tellsioll Joltd is 'tpp lie,1 at Ihejoil1l ilJlerjace. LlL = 

elongation of the bolt; 6.T '" compression of the joint; Fp "" original preload 
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\Vhen the external load equals the original preload in the bolt, it will have replaced a ll 

of the force that each joint membcr was exerting on the other. Nei ther bolt 

deformation nor joint deformation has changed to this point. 

Increasing the external load beyond thi s point wi ll now add to the origi nal 

deformation of both the bolt and the joint members. The bolt gets longer and the joint 

compresses more. The joint diagram mercly "gets larger" . (In fi gure 3.20, the dashed 

lines represent the original joint diagram ; the solid lines represent then new joint 

diagram .) At all timcs, both bolt and joint sec the same total load, change in load, etc. 

11 

F, 

l-------'--'----~~ new" T j 
ncw~L 

Fig ure 3.20 - Th e E.l.:termll Lourl Applied 10 th e Jointlllter/ace Iltts Exceeded the Critical LOfld 
by (Ill Amollllt A 

The mathematics of a tension load at the interface IS very simple, and can be 

determined by inspection of tile joint diagram. 

The change in bolt force is: 

"'Fe = 0 
, 

unti l the external load exceeds the preload, Fp, after which 

"'Fe = Lx - Fp (3.52) 
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The critical external load required to cause joint separation is 

LXcrit = Fp (3.53) 

This is true regardless oflhc spring constants, or spring constant ratios. orthe bolt and 

joint members. 

One of tile keys of the first joint diagram was that thc change in elongat ion of the bolt 

changcs in forcc in each were unequal. In the present case, where the tension load is 

applied at the interface, the deflections are not equal, but the force in the bolt is 

always equal to the force in the flange. So this present ease could be called the 

inverse of the first. 

The mathematics above indicates that there will be no change in the force seen by the 

bolt when tcnsion loads are applied at the interface until the external load exceeds the 

original preload in the bolt. It is very desirable to be able to apply external loads to a 

joint in sllch Cl way. 

On the other hand. interface loading givcs a critical external load (the load required to 

cause joint separation) that is equal to the preload. This is less than the load required 

for separation when thc tension loads arc applied at joint surfaces. The load capacity 

of the interface joint, therefore. is less than the load capaci ty of the original joint (with 

external loads applied between the bolt head and nut). 
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The maximum bolt load, working change in bolt load, and critical external load arc 

important design factors. They arc different for each possible pair of loading planes, 

hence the importance of loading planes to the calculat ions. 

A more complex situat ion can also be imagined: loading planes that are at some 

arbitrary point within the joint members, as suggested in Figure 3.21. Upon 

reOection, it is realised that; 

• The bolt will still stre tch 'when the external load is applied . 

eI The inner portion of each joint member - those portions nearest the 

interface - will unload when the extcrnalload is applied. 

• The outer portions of each joint member, however, will be placed under 

additional compression load by the external load. 

Figure 3.21 - Ex/emu/ Load Applie{/ {I/ Some Poill/ Witllin file Joillt Members 

This could be plotted by placing the e lastic curves for all the springs that are loaded 

(by the external load) on the le ft of the vertical F j • axis, and all of those that are 

unloaded on the right. This is not particularly heJpf\..!l , however. It is s impler. and 

more meaningful , to rea lise that the head-to-nut and joint interface diagrams 
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developed earlier represent limiting conditions. In·between loading planes lead to inM 

between values for all factors of interest - bolt loads, joint loads, critical external 

load, etc. Designers can assume that the true values lie halfway between the limits; 

the computations will be accurate enough for virtually all applications. 

Onc reason for avoiding calculations based on the true load ing plane location is that 

this locati on is difficult to find - it is not really a true plane. 1\ Finite Element 

Analysis or the like would probably be required to determine what portion of the 

flange members is unl oaded and what portion sees added load when the external load 

is applied. It is complicated and unnecessary. 

Note, however, that assuming the "worst case" loading of Figure 3. 17. or even a 

loading plane halfway to the interface, can be so conservative as to seriously affect 

the assumptions about the amount of change in bolt load actually created by an 

extemalload. 

External loads can also fluctuate. Consider a fluctuating load that is appl ied at the 

joint surface (bolt head to nUL). The load applied will have a maximum value a little 

less than the critical load. With a static external load, the bolt sees a portion of the 

load and the joint sees the rest - the ratio depending on the relative stiffness of bolt 

and joint, at least until the external load exceeds the critical load. This fluctuating 

external load will cause the total tension load in the bolt and the load in the joint to 

fluctuate also (See Figure 3.22). 
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Figllre 3.22 - Bo/l lIml Joint L omb .. when/he E'(femll l L our! rlll clllules 

3.2.11 l"~ltigllc F.d l llrc 

/\. fastener subjected to rcpeated cycl ic tension loads can suddenly and unexpectedly 

break - even if those loads arc well below the yield strength of the material. The 

fastener fa ils in fat igue. Such failure, of course, is an example of gross " instability" 

of the c lamping force. The force is lost, completely, as far as that fastener is 

concerned . If several fasteners fail in fati gue, and/or fati gue failure of onc or a few 

fasteners overloads the rest, all of the clamping force on a joi nt can be lost. Although 

fai lures under repeated cyclic compression loads have been reported, these are rare 

and shall be ignored in this discussion. 

Fatigue will only be a potential problem if four "essential condit ions" are present: 

• Cyclic tensi le loads 

• Stress levels above a threshold value (called the endurance limit) 

• A susceptible material 

• An initial flaw in the material. 

If these conditions are all present, then a natural sequence of events can occur, and 
, 

can lead to fatigue failure. These events arc: 
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Crack Initiation: Many things can produce that first fatal flaw which 

stm1s the fatigue process. A tool mark can do this. So 

can a scratch produced when the part is mishandled. 

Improper heat treatment can leave cracks. Corrosion 

can initiate them. Inclusions in the malerial can also 

cause cracks. It is probably safe to say that no part is 

cntirely free from tiny defects of this sort. 

Crack Growth: A tiny crack creates stress concentrations. \Vhen the 

part is subjected to cyclic tension loads, these st ress 

concentrat ions yield and/or tear the material at the root 

of the crack. Since most of the bolt sti ll remains 

undamaged to support the load, initial crack growth is 

fairly slow. 

C rack Propagation: As the crack grows, st ress levels at the cnd of the crack 

also increase, since less and less cross section is left to 

support the loads. The crack grows more rap idly as 

stress levels increase. 

Final Rupture: There comes a time when the crack has destroyed the 

bolt 's capabi lity to withstand additional tension cycles. 

Failure now occurs very rapidly. As far as the user is 

concerned, fa ilure has .been sudden and unexpected , 

because, until this part of the fatigue process is reached, 
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there is often no visible damage or change in the 

behaviour of the bolt. Everything appears to be fine 

until suddenly. the bolt breaks. 

The number of cycles requircd to break the bolt thi s way is called fatiguc lifc. 

Apparently identical bolts in apparently identical applications can have, substantially 

different fatigue lives, depending on the location and seriousness of those initial 

cracks as well as on apparently minor differences in such things as bolt and joint 

stiffness, initial preioad, alloy content, heat treat, location and magnitude of external 

tension loads, etc. As a result, there is a lot of scatter in the fatigue life of bolts used 

in a given application. 

Fat igue failures are called h igh~cycle?r low-cycle failures, depending on the number 

of load cycles required to break the pal1. High-cycle fatigue requires hundreds of 

thousands or even millions of cycles before rupture occurs. Low-cycle failure occurs 

in anything form one to a few tens of thousands of cycles. Low~cyclc fati gue can be 

demonstrated by bending a paperclip back and forth until it breaks. 

The number of cycles required to break a bolt is determined by the magnitudes of 

mean and alternat ing stresses imposed on the bolt by external cyclic loads. Low-cycle 

failure occurs under very large loads; high-cycle failure under lesser loads. In many 

appl ications the bolt can see some of each - lots of relatively mild loads interrupted 

once in a wh ile by a sudden shock or larger load (e.g. when a tractor hits a rock). In 

many cases it is difficult to know whether to characterise the fai lure as a low-cycle or , 
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high-cycle failure. In most well designed bolted joints, however, fati gue fai lure. if it 

occurs at all . w ill be high cycle. 

Close examination of the broken bolt can often tell you whether or not it failed in 

fat igue. That portion of thc break surface which fai led slowly, as thc crack initiated 

and grew, will have a relatively smooth and shiny surfacc. That portion which failed 

during crack propagation will have a rougher surface; that portion which failed 

during final rupture wi ll have a very rough surface. If the entire fastener fail s 

suddenly dur ing tightening or the like. thc cntire break surface will be rough; so the 

smooth "beach marks" seen on a fatigue surface can be used to distinguish fatigue 

breaks from breaks which occur under stat ic load. 

More than one crack may be found in a ball which has failed in fati gue. The ini tiation 

and growth of one crack may drastically increase loads in another region of the 

fastencr. causing a second crack to grow and propagate there. Fai lure can occur in 

wh ichever onc reduces the strength of the boil more rapid ly. 

The most common places to find fatigue cracks and failures in bolts are in the regions 

of highest s tress concentrat ion. These are: 

• \Vhere the head j oi ns the shank of the bolt 

• The thread run-out point 

• The first thread or two of engagement in the nut 

• Any place where there is a change in diameter of the body or shank. 
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In general, the higher the cyclic loads seen by the bolt, the sooner it will fail. \Vhcther 

or not, or how rapidly a fastener wi ll fa il depends on the mean stress level and the 

variation in stress level under cyclic loads. 

There arc techniques for es timating what the life of a given mater ial and/or body will 

be. Accurate prediction, however, is possible only through actual experiments on the 

body of interest - on the bolt. Test results arc usually presented in the form of S-N 

diagrams, where S stands for stress level and N for number of cycles of appli ed load. 

An examinat ion ofthesc diagrams gives considerable insight into the fatigue process . 

.g 

.12 
c. 
E 
< 

Cycles to Fa il ure 

Figure 3.23 - Tile M ean Life of fI Group of rest Coupons SlIbjectef/ to Fully AlJerlwt;llg Stress 
Cycles. When stresses are "fu ll allernating," maxi mum tension stress equals maximum 

compression stress and the mean st ress on the part is zero. 

Figure 3 .23 shows one possible form of the S-N diagram . Alternating tension and 

compression loads have been applied to the test specimen. Maximum compression 
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stress equals maximum tension stress. Maximum amplitude of either stress is potted 

on the vertical axis of the diagram. The number of cycles required to cause failure to 

thc test coupon is ploued on the horizontal ax is. The curve shows the mean life of the 

test coupons. 

Because the fatigue li fe of one test coupon may diner drastically from that of others, 

it is necessary to tcst many coupons bcfore plott ing the results shown in Figure 3.23. 

The stati s tical deviations in life can also be determi ned by sllch tests. A diagram such 

as that given in figure 3.24, therefore, would show a more complete picture of the 

tests. Note that many of the test spccimens will fail at some number of cycles less 

than the mean. The remainder will fail at some number of cycles greater than the 

mean. If the lowest line in figure 3.24 represents the minus two standard deviation 

data, then 95% of the test coupons will survive more cycles before fai lure than the 

number of cycles ind icated by th is line. Only 5% will last longer than the number of 

cycles indicated by the uppermost line. 

Note that either Figure 3.23 or Figure 3.24 says that cycle life will be very short when 

applied alternating stress levels arc very high. As alternating stresses are reduced, 

cycle life increases. Below some stress level, in fact, the curve becomes essentially 

parallel to the horizontal axis, and fatigue life becomes very la rge. This stress level is 

called the endurance limi t of the material or part and is defined as the completely 

reversing stress level below which fatigue life will be infinite. There is some such 

limit for any material and any part . Un fortunately, endurance stress levels are usually 

only a small fraction of the static yield st rength o~ static ultimate strength of a 

material or body. 
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Figure 3.24 - A/e{fII Life Results (IIu/ SI(llisnc(J1 Del';al;ul1:!. 

Another large number of specimens could be tested after changing the mean tension 

while leaving the excursion (difference between maximum and minimum tension) the 

same as it was in the previous tests. This would result in a family of curves such as 

that shown in figure 3.25. for clarity, only the mean curves afC shown. 

Although a ll the S-N data examined thus far arc based on tension (and/or 

compression) loading along the aXIs of the fastener, it must be noted that if the 

fastener is subjected to some other form of stress as well as tension, its fatigue life 

will be adversely affected. Shear stress, for example, would rob a portion of the 

strength of the fastener, making it more susceptible to tension fatigue. 
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Figul'c 3.25 - 1.:.j/ecl O/CIUlIIgillg tile Meall Stress 

Fatigue life is a function of material and heat treatment. It is also a function of the 

shape of the pan being tested because the shape of the body determines the stress 

levels. These vary from point to point; the behaviour of the body. there fore. varies 

from point to point. The gross behaviour of the body is determi ned by the 

accumulation of its point-ta-point behaviour. 

A bolt is a very poor shape when it com es to fatigue resistance. Although the average 

stress levels in the body may be well below the endurance limit of the material, stress 

levels in unavoidable stress concentrat ion points such as the thread roots, heat-ta-body 

fillets, etc., can be well over the endurance limit. As a result, the apparent endurance 

li mit of commercial fasteners can be as little as 10% of the endurance limi t of the base 

material. ; 
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In summary, the major factors which affect fatigue li fe are: 

• Choice of material 

• Shape of the part 

• Mean stress level 

• Magnitude of stress excursions or variations 

Of these, the shape of the part may be the most significant, magnitude of st ress 

excursions the next most significant, and within reason, material choice the least 

significant. 

The bolt will see a portion orany external tension load which is imposed on the j oint. 

The magnitude of the mean load on the bolt depends on the preload in the bolt. The 

magnitude orthe load excursion, 6Fn, depends on: 

• The magnitude orthe external tension load 

• The bolL-to-joint stiffness ralio (Ku/KJ) 

• \Vhether or not the external tension load exceeds the critical load required 

to separate the joint (which is determined by the magnitude of the initial 

preload) 

The effect of the first two factors is summarised in Figure 3.26. 

The triangular joint diagram can also be used to show the effects of very large 

external loads andlor insufficient preload. It is probably more instructive, however, to 

use the form of the alternative joint diagram as seen in Figures 3.27 through 3.30. 
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Lx 

sm all Lx, small .6FI,I 

Lx 

large Lx, large 6Fn 

small (Kr/KJ), sl1lall.6.Fu 

Lx 

Figure 3.26 - Load Vnr;u/iolls. The alternating loads, 6Fo• in the bolt are increased with an 
increase in cxtcmal load, Lx, and/or an increase in Ih e bolt-ta-joint stiffness ratio, (KalKJ). Note 

that the ini tial preload is th e same in each case. 
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F igu re 3.27 - Allemuth'/! Bolt D;ugr nm. The bolt sees a far greater variation in tension. Fo. if the 
extemal load exceeds the critical load required for joint separat ion (as in (b» than it does when 
external loads are less than the critical value (a) . Note that the initial prcload and joint stiffness 

ratio are the same in both cases 

In Figure 3.27, for example, external loads are applied to two joints having the same 

initial preload and the same stiffness ratios as each other. Furthermore. the excursion 

(difference between maximum and minimum) of the external load is the same in both 

cases. Only the val ues of the maximum and minimum .loads have changed. In Figure 
• 
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3.27 (a), the maximum external load is less than that which would be required for 

joint separation. The resulting excursion in bolt load, l\F n, is relatively small. 

In Figure 3.27 (b), however, the maXIIl1UIn external load exceeds the critical load. 

The bolt sees 100% of any external load that exceeds the cr itical level and so, under 

these circumstances, the excursion in bolt load is great ly increased. 
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L XA 

(a) 

, 
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~''-t==::::;t----------~A~I;;;;)Plied External Load 

L XA LXB 

(b) 

Figure 3.28 - Effecl of Lowered Pre/o(ui. The maximum and minimum external loads are the 
same in both cases here. The maximum load, however. exceed,s the critical load required for joint 

separation in Cb) because of insufficient preload, Fp. Note that the initial preload and joint stiffness 
ratio are tile same in both cases. 
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The critical load depends on the in itial preload. If the preload is lowered, the joint 

may fai l too early, as shown in Figure 3.28. Conversely. of course, ra ising the prcload 

in the joint can make the joint more "reliable." 

The above analysis was based on the assumption that the joint will behave in a linear 

and fully clast ic fashion. This is not always the case. 1 f the external load, for 

example, is not applied along the ax is of the bolt andlor the ba ll is not located in the 

centre of the j oint, prying action can increase the load seen by the bolt . This can 

make a substantia l diffe rence in the load excursions produced in the bolt by a given 

cycl ic external load, as suggested in Figure 3.29. 

\\lith reference to Figure 3.27, onc can somctimes reduce the load excursions seen by 

the bolt by increasing the preload. This only works, however, jf the new, higher 

preload raises the critical load required for joint separat ion above the maximum 

external load seen by the joint. I f the maximum external load was a lready below the 

cri tical level, inc reasing thc prcload does 110t reduce the excursion seen by the bolt, 

but merely increases the mean stress in the bolt, as shown in Figure 3.30. 

Increasing the preload in an eccentric prying joint wi ll also increase the mean tension 

seen by the bolt. This time, however, because of the non-linear nature of the joint, it 

is like ly that increasing the prcload will also reduce the load excursion seen by the 

bolt. Under these conditions, increasing the preload can result in a net gain in fatigue 

li fe. The increase in mean stress is detrimental but is more than offset by the 

reduction in excursion. 
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F igure 3.29 - Effect ojNoll-Lil1ettrily. This is a compari son of the loads seen by a bolt in a linear 
concentric jo int (a), and an eccentric j oin t in which the bolt is su bjected to prying act ion (b). Note 
that the initial prelaad, joint stiffness ratio and the maximum-minimum externa l loads are the same 
in both cases. At least apparent stiffness is the same. The facl lhal prying action occurs alters the 

sti ffness of the joint. 
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Figure 3.30 - Elfecl of Higher Pre/Qlld. If the maximum external load is already below the 
external load required fo r joint separation. then raising the bolt prcload will not reduce the load 

excurs ion seen by the bolt; it will merely increase the mean bolt load. 

One is now in a position to answer the question, "What preload should be lI sed for 

max imum fati gue life?" 

In general, greater load excursions (or fluctuations) .reduce fatigue li fe more than , 

higher mean load - but neither is helpful. As a result, one can conclude that: 
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• A higher preload will help if it reduces bolt load excursions substantially. 

Hi gher prcload will therefore always help if it raises the critical load 

required for joint separation above the maximum external load which will 

be seen by the joint. I Iigher preJoad will also help it if reduces the amount 

of prying experienced by the joint. 

o A higher preload will reduce fatigue li fe if it makes no change in the load 

excursions seen by the bolt. 

• A higher prcload is probably nei ther good nor bad if it does 110t reduce the 

load excursions by vcry much. So, there are "grey areas" where results 

could go either way. 

Some authorit ies arguc that since most joints arc eccentric, and since one is more 

likely to develop too little than too mueh preload as fasteners are ti ghtened, one 

should operate under the assumption that more preload will always increasc fatigue 

life [8]. Others argue that since a higher mean stress wi ll reduce fatigue life, though 

not as much as a larger excursion will, a higher preloacl can bc hclpfu l but also might 

not be [9], and only a careful analysis will answer the question. 

It should be realised that each of the things that can be done to reduce or eliminate a 

fatigue problem is an aUempt to overcome one or more of the four essential condi tions 

without which failure would not occur. Recall , these cond itions afe cycl ic tensi le 

loads. stresses above an endurance limit , a susceptible material , and an initial flaw. 

Anyone of these can rarely be eliminated completely, but if one or more of these 

fac tors call be reduced, the fatigue life of bolted joints can usually be improved. 
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1n general, most of the steps one call take arc intended to reduce stress levels 

(including stress concentrations) and/or to reduce the load excursions seen by the bolt. 

Surface flaws and the susceptibility of the n1atcrial will usually bc the concern of thc 

bolt manufacturer rather than the llser. 

The following are not li sted in order of importance. They merely describe some of 

the many things which can be and are manipulated to limit fastener stress 

concentrations and/or general stress levels. SOI11C of thcm arc rclatively obvious; 

others arc subtle. Many arc incorporated in so-called fatigue-resistant fasteners which 

arc available from some manufacturers. 

Rolled Threads: Holling of the threads instead of cutt ing them provides a 

smoother thread fini sh (fcwer initial cracks). Rolling provides 

an unbroken flow of the grain of the material in the region of 

thc threads, partially overcoming their notch effect, and it 

builds comprcssive stress into the surface of the bolt. Thi s 

comprcssive "prcload" must be overcome by tension force 

before the thread roots will be in net tension. A given tension 

load on the bolt , therefore, will result in a smaller tension 

excursion at this critical point (point of stress concentration). 

Threads can be rolled either before or after heat-treat ing. After 

is better but is also more difficult. Rolling before heat-treating 

is possible on larger diameters . . , 
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Fillets: 

remand iell la ri t y: 

A generous fillet between head and shank will reduce stress 

concentrations at this critical point. The exact shape of the 

fillet is also important; an ell iptical fillet , for example is better 

than a circular onc. 

Increasing the rad ius of a circular fillet will help. So will pre

stressi ng the fillet (ak in to thread rolling). 

I r the face of the nut , the underside of the bolt head, andlor 

joint surfaces are not perpendicular to thread axes and bolt 

holes, the fatigue li fe of the bolt can be severe ly affected. A 

two-degree error reduces fatigue life by 79% 1"10]. 

Overlapping Stress Concentrations: Bolts normally have stress concentrations at 

thread run-out, first threads to engage the nul, and head-to

shank fill et. Anything which imposes additional load or 

concentration of load at these points is part icularly damaging. 

For best performance, for example, there should be at least two 

full bolt threads above and below the nut. Thread run-out 

should not coincide wi th the j oint interface, where shear loads 

exist. 

Thread Run-Out: Thread run-out should be gradual rather than abrupt. 

i 
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Thread Stress Distribution: Most of the tension in a convent ional boll is supported by 

the first two or three nut threads. Anything which increases the 

number of active threads will reduce stress concentrations and 

increase fatigue 1i fe . 

Modifying the nut pitch so that it is slightly different to the 

pitch of the bolt threads can also make a substantial 

improvement in fatigue life. 

J\nolher way 10 smooth stress distriblllion in the threads is to 

use a nul that is slightly softer than that bolt. The nut will be 

able to conform to the bolt more readily. Standard nuts arc 

softer than the .bolts they're used wi th , for this reason; still 

softer nuts are possible if the loss in proof load capability can 

be tolerated. 

A helical thread insert in a tapped hole also "conforms" to the 

male threads, because the insert is flexible; but the insert does 

not reduce static strength the way a soft nut w ill. 

A lock nut improves thread st ress distribution too, by pre

loading the threads in a directi on opposite to that of the final 

load. 
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A final way to Improve thread stress dis tribution IS to taper 

them slightly. 

Bendin g: Bending increases the stress levels on one side o f the fastener. 

This is one of the reasons why nut angularity hurts fatigue life. 

One way to reduce bend ing is to use a spherical washer. 

Corrosion: Anything done to mll1lllllSC corrOSion will reduce the 

possibilities of crack ini tiat ion and/or crack growth and will 

therefore extend fatigue li fe. This is confirmed by the fact that 

running bolts in a strong vacuum results great improvement in 

fatiguc life because it completely eliminates corrosion. 

Surface Condition: Any surface treatment which reduces the number or size of 

incipient cracks can Improve fat igue life substantially. 

Polished surfaces, for exnmple, wi ll make a big difference. 

Shot peening the surfaces a lso helps - not only because it 

smoothcs out beginning cracks. but also because it puts the 

surfaces in compressive stress (as much as thread rolling does). 

Nothing can help extend the fati gue li fe of a bolt or j oi nt more dramatically than a 

reduction in load excursions. The following are some ways of doing this: 

Proper Selection ofPreioad: Correctly identify the maximum safe preload that the , 

j oint can withstand, estimating fastener strength, joint strength, 
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and external loads, analysing them carefully with the help of a 

suitable joint diagram. 

Control of BolHo-joint Stiffness Ratios: One should do whatever is required to 

minimise the bolt-ta-joint stiffness rat io, so that most of the 

excursion and external load will be seen by the joint and not by 

the bolt. The use long, thin bolts, for example, instead of short, 

stubby ones, even if it means using more bolts in a given joint, 

helps significantly. 

Achieving the Correct Preload: Poor quality tools and/or controls wi ll increase the 

preload scatter and force one to work to a lower mean pre lo3d. 

Techniques for predicting the endurance limit or fatigue li fe of bolts have been widely 

researched. Some experts say that the endurance limit of bolts is only about one tenth 

the endurance limit of the base materials [1]. Others say that the cyclic loads imposed 

on a joint should be kept below 4% of the ultimate tensile strength of the fasteners if 

infinite life is desired [13]. Yet another source says that a guess of the endurance 

limit can be achieved by experimenta lly determining the endurance limit of a 

poli shed, notch-free specimen of bolt material , then dividing that limit by a suitable 

stress concentrat ion factor [14]. 

The following is a more carefully though-o lit way to estimate the endurance limit of a 

bolt. Typical automotive companies estimate the endurance limit, Sn I, by multiplying 
• 
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the endurance limit of a standard test specimen by a series of "correction factors" 

using the following equrttion: 

where 

s:, ~S,,(C, xC, xC,) (3.54) 

Sn = the endurance limit of a standard test coupon (normally taken 

as onc·half of the ultimate tensile strength for wrought ferrous 

metals, or 0.4 of the ultimate tens ile strength for stainless 

steels) 

Cl = the loading factor (0.85 for axial loading, 0.58 for torsional 

loading) 

C2 = the size vs. Lype of Rtress effect factor (0.85 for bending or 

torsional loads in fasteners 0.5" to 2" in diameter, 1.0 for axial 

loads of any diameter) 

Cl = the stress concentration factor (0.3 for rolled threads 111 

quenched and tempered fasteners) 

Other correction factors are added if the fastener is to be exposed to a corrOSive 

environment or if the consequences of failure are great and a safety or reliability 

factor is added. 

To guarantee that 98% of the fasteners will exceed the predicted life, for example, a 

reliability factor C4 = 0.8 is included in the equation. 
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The multipliers need not all be less than 1.0. If the fastener has been cold-worked, or 

surface-hardened and plated. correction faclor Cs. greater than 1.0 ean a lso be 

included. 
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4. Stt'ength of Trip Steels 

4.1 Background 

The TRlP (transformation induced plasticity) effect was observed in high alloyed austenitic 

steels about 30 years ago. The excellent combination of st rength and ductility of these steels is 

attributable to the irreversible strain-induced austcnite-to-martcnsite phase transformation during 

plastic straining. An allstcnitc-to-martensite phase transformation also implies a change from a 

non-magnetic to magnetic material. The high content of expensive alloying elements, however, 

limits industrial applications. 

Through a special two-step heat treatment it became possible to stabilise sign ificant amounts of 

austcnite at room temperature even in low alloyed s teels. The typical chemical composition is in 

the range of 0.2 wt.% carbon, 1.0-2.5 wt.% silicon and 1.0-3.0 wt.% manganesc. The high silicon 

content of such steels leads to undesi rable hot rolling propel1ics. This onc disadvantage of the 

application ofTRJP steels for the SmartBolt as rolled threads will increase fatigue life. 

The steels display a solid-sta te, s train dependent phase transformation from a metastable, 

austenitic (face-centred-cubic crystal structure) parent phase to the thermodynamically stable, 

martensitic product phase. 

The strain-induced phase transformation is responsible for the incredible values of ductility and 

strain hardening that are observed in these steels. As the material begins to yield or enter into the 

plastic deformation regime, the phase transformation is triggered. The extent of transformation 

increases with the applied strain so that more and more strain-induced martensite forms as strain 

increase. The transformation occurs inhomgeneollsly along the gauge length of a tensi le 

specimen such that the regions where martensite has formed become stronger than the rest of the 
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gauge length and so necking is dclayed. Once the transformation occurs to a significant extent 

along the entire gauge length, the specimen deforms homogeneously throughout the gauge length 

un ti l failu re. typically with very little or no necking associated with final fracture. 

Specimen elongations (at ambient temperature) of 40% to 60% were observed for materiaJs with 

yield strengths over I379MPa. Typical elongations for conventional high st rength steels arc 

10%10 15%. 

Early work in th is topic was ccntred on understanding the nature of lhe phase transformation and 

the associated changes in mcchanical behaviour accompanying the phase transformation. There 

was also much attention directed at ausfonning, a method of thermomcchanical fabrication 

treatment whereby metastable allstenitc is wMm-rolled to produce a high dis location density to 

increase the yie ld strength of the material.s. Thi s warm-roll ing process was performed at a 

temperature above that necessary to cause any strain-induced phase transformations. Research 

related to the phase transformations in austenitic stainless steel was also conducted. Much of the 

understanding of the behaviour ofaustenitie stai nless steels applied either direct ly or indirectly to 

understanding TRIP steels. which themselves are austenit ic. 

4.2 Mechanical Behaviour ofTRJP Steels 

The delay of necking and the resultant, dramatic increases in energy absorpt ion during fracture 

can best be appreciated by considering the nature of the simple, uniax ial tension stress-st rain 

behaviour. The tensile properties of high-strength and low-strength variants of TRIP steels are 

compared with those of structural steels and the high-strength, low-aIJoy (I-ISLA) steels in Figure 

4.1. While the strongest TRIP steels are stronger than the HSLA steels, the ductilities and , 
encrgy absorption capacities of TRIP materials make them impressive candidates for many 
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appl ications requiring high-strength. Figure 4.2 compares representative stress-strain curves for 

TRIP steels to the HSLA steels and s tructural steels. 

\Vhilc the areas under the engineering curves provide an indication of toughness, it is necessary 

to consider the true stress-strai n curves to calculate the energy absorbed during fracture: 

where, Ev = energy flbsorbed per unit volume 

E = true strai n 

Er = true failure strain 

o(c) = the true stress expresses as a funct ion of true stra in 

Type II materials, whi ch include the met astable Fe-M n-Cr alloys, have rece ived less attention for 

a variety of reasons. They are not as strong, but they have also not been evaluated in a cond iti on 

other than as-3usten it ised using the simplest in heal-treating processing schemes. In order to 

obtain the highest yield s trengths depicted in Pigurc 4.1 for the type I TRIP steels it is necessary 

to process the material thermomcchanically using complicated and expensive schemes. The type 

11 materials were simply austenitiscd and either air-cooled or quenched to room temperature. 

The type I TRIP steels have much lower yield strengths if not thermomechanically processed to 

produce the high s trength levels, but sti ll retain extraordinary levels of uniform elongation. Type 

I TRJP stcels in this weaker cond ition are referred to as low strength type I TRlP steels. The 

lower yield strengths of the type n TRJP steels, more typical of those in standard structural grade 

steels, also re fl ect the lack of thermomechanical processing. High strain hardening rates and 

clongat ions are observed with ultimate tensile strength to !yield strength ratios in thc range of 

three to four being quite coml11on. The corrosion resistance of the type 11 TRJP steels is superior 
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to that of the lype I materials due to the higher levels of chromium added to their chemical 

formul at ions. In addition, both the lype I and type 11 TRIP steels experience the strain-induced 

phase 'transformations responsible for delay ing mechanical instability and necking in uniaxial 

tensile testing. The increased uniform plast ic deformation observed in these alloys corresponds 

to increased levels of energy absorption capacity. 

\Vhcreas the energy absorbed per unit volume is generally much greater uncr the neck forms, the 

actual volume of material participating in the deform at ion process must be taken into account. 

TRJP steels display uniform elongations, i.e., non-localised deformation throughout the entire 

gauge length, and in so doing, the entire gauge length is contributing to energy absorption . 

Indced, in many TRI P stcels there is little, if any, necking and local ised deformat ion behaviour 

prior to fa ilure, Thus, the maximum amount of energy absorption occurs, 
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Figure 4.3 shows the true stress-st rain curves for a TRIP steel processed in three different ways 

and those for two different tempers of 4340 steel. The necking point for each test is shown by a 

circle on the respective curve. Any further deformation beyond the necking strain is locally 

concentrated within the necked region of the tensile specimen gauge length . The true strain at 

necking represents the point at which the gauge volume deformation begins to concentrate in the 

localised region to become the neck. So, at strains below the necking strain the entire volume 

(either gauge or component) is absorbing energy. Beyond the necking strain, only the neck 

volume is ac tuall y absorbing energy. The true strain at necking, sometimes called the strain 

hardening exponent, n, is therefore a useful parameter in modelling the deformation response of 

a material. 

, 
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The fracture energy absorption capacity of a material is directly related to the strain hardening 

exponent , i.c., to max imise fracture energy. high values of n arc desirable. TRIP steels have a 

combination of high strength and high ductility, thus accounting for the ir fracture res istance. 
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The total fracture energy per unit volume, Ev. is the sum of energy absorbed per unit volume 

prior to and after necking: 

Ev = 

where, Euts = truc st rain at the ultimate tensile strength , 
(all other symbols have been defined previously) 
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Total energy absorption during fracturc is then obtai ned by mUltiplying the respective integrals 

by the corresponding volumes part icipating in deformation beforc (Vo)and after (Vn) nccking: 

E = Vo 1"" a(s)dc + Vn r a(s)dc 
tits 

The low-cyclc and high-cycle fatigue properties of TRIP steels havc also been evaluated. Figure 

4.4 shows high-cycle fat igue data for a typc J TRIP steel compared with those of three high 

performance st ructural alloys. J\ga in, the combination of strength and fatigue resistance 

displayed by the TRIP steel is superior to that of the other materials. The electra-slag remelt 

4340 HSLA steel d isplayed much better fat igue properties as compared to the conventionally 

melted material due to the lower dens ity of non-metallic inclusions, but the combinations of 

fat igue and ultimate strengths for the high-st rength TRJP steels were unequalled. 

Table 4. 1 compares the energy absorption characterist ics of the materials for which properties 

are displayed in Figure 4.3. The volume of material associated with necking is assumed to be 

onc-tenth of the total gauge length volume, i.e., O. IVo. For the sake of the calculations, Vo is 

assumed to be 1111]. The true strain at neck ing is sometimes referred to as the strain hardening 

exponent , n. The enti re gauge volume absorbs energy during the uniform plastic deformation at 

true strain levels grater than n. The three TRIP steel variants absorb considerably more energy 

during fracture than the two variants of HSLA steels. Both types of steels can be processed to 

achieve a range of stress-strain behaviour, but the effectiveness in delaying necking of the 

deforming gauge section is read ily apparent in the levels of energy absorbed. One interesting 

aspect of the data is that the lower strength TRIP steel variant, which had a true strain at necking 

equal to 0.6, absorbs considerably more energy than all o f the high-strength steels including the , 
high-strength TRlP steels. These estimates of energy absorption indicate the enhanced structural 
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safety that could be realised through selective utili sation of TRIP steels as structural components. 

The additional energy absorption ... vould be particularly beneficial in structures subjected to 

earthquake-induced cyclic deformation where the energy absorption would delay struclural 

collapse, thereby enhancing structural safety. It is also interesting to note that while the yie ld 

strength of the materials can be raised to impressive levels, the energy absorption is actually 

much higher in the lower yield strength TRIP steel as compared to the other materials. This is 

one of the points that remains largely unappreciated as far as select ive use of TRIP steels in 

structural appli cations is concerned. 

Sleel O"yiehl (MPa) n v.tltle E,(E<n), (MJ/m ) E,'(E>n), (MJ/m ) Etotal (MJ/m ) 

TRlP 760 0,60 858 N/A 858 

TRIP 1400 0,35 433 56 489 

TRlP 1600 0,25 395 104 499 

4340 800 0,10 100 85 185 

4340 1600 0,08 138 104 242 

. , -rabIc 4.1 - Energy Ab,HJrplfOJI CIWr(lCferfSllcljor 1RIP Steels alld lISLA 4J40Sleels. VD'" I III and V" O. ! Ill. 

The TRlP steels have the inherent capac ity to delay necking as a result of the strain-induced 

phase transformation. Ifa mechanical instability initiates within the deforming section during 

plastic deformation. any further straining is concentrated within the unstable region. Thi s wo uld 

lead to the formation a true neck in the conventional steel materials. The unstable region in a 

TRIP steel component transform s from the weaker austenitic phase to the stronger martensitic 

phase thereby making the local region stronger than the surrounding material so that deformation 

continues without the format ion of a true neek. Thi s process is repeated throughout the , 
deforming gauge section of a tensile specimen or deforming region of a component. A true 
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strain or 0.60 corresponds to an engineering strain oIO.82, i.e., a -u.nirorIr1 elongation OI 820/0 

vv--hich is tr-u.ly pherlor.nenal ror a r.naterial '\Vith an yield strength abov-e 700 :rv1:Pa. This corn.pares 

vv--i th an engineering strain at necking OI 1 0 _ 5 % for the lovv---strength 4340 and 8 _ 3 % for the bigh-

strength 4340 v-ariant. Fig-u.re 4.4 sho'\Vs a cor.nparison betvv--een the fatig-u.e properties oI TRIP 

steels vv--ith those oI conv-entionally rn.elted 4340 steel" electro-slag rer.nelted (ESR) 4340" high-

strength alloy 300:rvt: (c"L1.rrently -u.sed in aircraft landing gear applications) and high perIorrn.ance 

alloy HP9-4-. The "l..-"1.ltir.nate tensile strengti'l..s and Iatig-u.e end-u.rance lir.nits ror 107 cycles are 

plotted Tor ratig-u.e tests vv--here the rn.inir.n"L1.Irl.-to-rn..ax:irn.l..1r.n load ratio, R, is 0.1. A.gain., the TRIP 

steels display excellen.t Iatigue properties" particularly in the higher strength rn.aterials vv--here 

their corn.bin..ations OI tensile strength and Iatigue endu..rance lir.nits are unequalled by the other 

r.naterials ""VV"hich are currently considered as superior" corn.rn.ercially av-ailable, stru.ctural 

r.naterials . 
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5. Smart Bolt Analysis 

5.1 Objectives of the An:llysis 

The objecti ve of the analys is is to observe the effect o f a small. hole dr ill ed through 

the centre o f the bolt. on the bolt st rength. This ho le would be used to insert an 

electronic sensing dev ice which wou ld ind ica te the presence of plas tic strains by 

sensing the presence of magnet ic mater ial. The mod ified bolt will still operate under 

the same cond itions as the old onc. thus it is desired that the analys is shows adequate 

strength of the modified bolt fo r effec ti ve service. The relati ve amount by which the 

st resses in the bolt change is analysed. 

Only the 1110St critical boils on the aircra n ","ing (the larger. bottom ones) have been 

analysed. 

5.2 Design Philosophy 

After careful consideration of all the possible approaches to the analysis and 

evaluation of a ll the data ava ilable (most of the Aircraft "s design data was c lass ified), 

the foll owing approach was selected: 

Step I : Determ;ne the load(j) applied to the bolt. This load would be 

approxi mated conservat ively from the avai lable data, and using 

guidelines from Section 3. 

Step 2: Analyse the existing (old) boIl. The analysis inputs would comprise the 

theoretical geometry of the existing bolt (s implified for mode lling 

purposes). applicable mate ria l data, and the load(s) as determined in 
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Step 1. Some of the concepts discussed in Sect ion 2 were used to build 

an appropriate ly rel iable model, e.g. imposed load. 

Step 3: Analyse the bolt IVi/h a "small" centrally-drilled hole. The size of the 

hole wou ld be va ried up to 5mm and a stress trend for the different 

sized holes would be established. The applied load would be as 

determined in Step I. 

At first thought, onc might be tempted to use the following sim ple tensi le stress 

formulC:l to find the bolt stress: 

F 
cr ~ - (5.1) 

A 

where, F = appl ied force 

A = cross sectiona I area 

cr = tensile stress 

The analysis, however, is mllch more complex. The fact that the bolt is in fatigue 

service cannot be ignored. Because the bol t has already been designed (or selected) 

based on its expected fatigue service, the actual tensile strength of the body of the bolt 

would be much smaller than that requircd for simple tensile failure. Fatigue failure is 

antieipatcd at the stress concentrations, and as discussed in Section 3, st ress 

concentrations are expected at: 

• The root of the first engaged thread 

• The thread run Ollt point 

• The fillet between the shank and head 
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The South African Airforce workshop and inspection personnel report that failures 

occur at the root of the first engage thread. 

The distribution of st resses (occurring at stress concentrations) through the bolt must 

also be observed. For these reasons. Finite Element Analysis was performed. 

The primary func tion of the aircraft bolt presently under consideration, is to clamp the 

ollter wing to the inner wing (See Section 5.3). This implies that the primary st ress in 

the bolt is tension. Bolts are generally designed to operate in tension. Thus. the 

analysis on ly addresses pure tension loads appl ied to the bolt. 

5.3 Design Data 

The first step to design data procurement const ituted visits to the South African 

Airforce Waterkloof ai r base. Thi s opportunity offered valuable experience and 

understanding of the operational environment of the bolt, its actual location in the 

wing structure, the shape of the structure. etc. In addition, the visits presented an 

opportun ity to establish contacts with the aircraft maintenance and inspection 

personnel. This facilitated va luable data exchange. 

Figure 5.1 shows a picture ofa C-130 aircraft and the arrows indicate the locat ion of 

the bolts whose dcsign is considered here. There is onc " row" of bolts on the top of 

the wing eI4"), and another at the bottom elp,"). These bolts are localed underneath 

an easi ly removable panel which protecls the bolt from corrosive mediums and also 

provides some insulation against ext rcmely low temperalures (reducing the risk of 

brittle fracture). 
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Fle;ure S.l - The C-/JO Aircraft. The arrows show the location of the bolts under consideration: one 
row at the top, and another at the bottom. 

Figure 5.2 shows a picture of another C-130 aircraft in the workshop undergoing 

complete maintenance and inspection. The particular aircraft had been out of service 

for a long time, so the maintenance and inspection work could almost be called a 

refurbishment. 

For the purpose of this investigation, the panel covering the row of bolts on the top of 

one wing was removed, revealing the location of the bolts in the structure. This is 

shown in Figure 5.3 . 
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Figure 5.1-A C-JJO Alrcrtift Undergoing Full Maintenance And Inspection In The Workshop 

Figure 5.3 - Location Of The BoilS In The Wing Structure. This picture was taken from the top of 
the wing. 
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Figure 5.4 shows a close-up picUlre of one bolt located in the strucUlre. Note that this 

is taken from the top of the wing where the bolts are smaller eI4") than the ones at the 

bottom (,Is" ). 

Figure 5.4 -A Close-Up View Of A Bolt Located In The Wing Structure 

Figure 5.5 shows a picture of two new bolts obtained from the air base store. 
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l/4" nomina l diameter, 16 threads per inch 
Total Length = 94.65mm 

' /." nomloal diMmeter, 14 thread! per ioch 
Total Len£th = I08mm 

Figure 5.5 - New Top And Bottom Wing Bolts 

As these aircraft were built several decades ago, one would expect that due to 

technology advances, replaceable part (like bolts and nuts) specifications (e.g. 

materia ls, thread dimensions) would not necessarily be the same as originally 

specified at the time of manufacture. 

The bolt data (dimensions and material properties) used in the present analysis were 

obtained from the bolt manufacturer, SPS Technologies. and is applicable to new 

items available today. The data is contained in Appendix A. Some dimensions were 

measured directly from the new bolts. 
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S.4 C Hlculation of the Applied Lmld 

Information regarding the geometry of the bolt is containcd III Appendix A. The 

following calculations address the applied load. 

The torquc appl ied to thc bottom bolts. according to workshop personne l, is 220 Ib.ft 

(or 298 Nm). The preload. F1, of the bolt can be estimated using the formu la: 

T,,, ~ F,.(KD) (2.27) 

where Tin = input torquc ~ 298 Nm 

Fp = achieved prcload 

D = nominal diameter of the bolt = 1/8" or 22.225 mm 

K = "nut factor" (d imcnsionle!:is) 

As d iscussed in Section 3, thc nut factor. K. is dctermined expcrimentally. but usually 

ranges from 0.15 to 0.25. Its mean valuc is 0.199, wi th a standard deviation of 0.05. 

K = 0.199 is used here: 

T 
F --"-' I' - KD 

298x lO' 
F" = :::O--:.1"'99;;'x--2::2:'-:.2=2"'5 

F" = 67303 N 

(5.2) 

When an external load is applied to the tightened joint. part o f the external load will 

be "absorbed" by the joint, and the balance wi ll add to the tension in the bolt (Refer to 

Section 3). The load appl ied to the bolt which would cause joint separation is 

estimated as: 
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Lx,,;, ~ 1'..(1+ ~:) (2.5 1 ) 

where, LXtrit = The critical external load requ ired for joint separation 

KIl = sti ffness of the bolt 

KJ = stiffness ofthcjoint 

Design data of the joint (wing attachments) was not available. Thus. the ratio. Ku/ KJ 

is conservatively estimated. Discussion in Section 3. indica ted that the bolt to joint 

stiffness ratio ranges from onc third to onc fifth. A conservative va lue (which yields a 

higher extcmal load) of one third is used: 

L Xcril = 67303( I + ±) 
LXcrit = 89 737 N 

89737 N is the conservative tensile load to be applied to the bolt. 

5.5 The Finite Element Model 

(5.3) 

Simpliricat ions in a fin ite c lement model arc almost always necessary. especia lly in 

an ana lysis as complex as a bolt. Many va riables arc unknown . Furthermore, the 

analys is must be performed within the limitations of the ava ilab le software. A full 

solid model of the bolt with 'exact' geometric character istics was not possible as the 

model would require very fine meshing to capture the geometry of the thread - this 

would be beyond the limits or the academic Nastran software availablc. Furthermorc, 

such "accuracy" is unnecessary considering the s implificatiolls ( in loading) already 

made and the enormity of unknown properties, e.g., friction constants. Also, there are 

always manufacturing tolerances, which would make an attempt at '''exactness'' futi le. 
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For the reaso ns slaled above. the analysis was simplified to represent the bolt as an 

axisymmetric finite element model. Thi s impl ies that the helical geometry of the 

threads was ignored. Considering the high ratio of the bolt diameter to thread depth. 

it is reasonable to assume that the effects of the helica l thread would not a ffect the 

through-thickness stress distribution o flhe bolt significantly. 

Non-l inear static analysis was lI sed which incorporated only geometric nonlinearity. 

Materia l nonlinearity was not considered (a lthough yielding can be expected in the 

threads) because the actua l stresses arc not the subject of this invest iga tion - only the 

stress distribution is - as is the relati ve change in stress fo r different hole sizes. It is 

emphasised that the or iginal bolt would have been designed or selected bl1sed 0 11 the 

fa ti gue service of the component. 

Only a normal force was applied La the bolt (at the bolt head). as calculated 111 

paragraph 5.4. 

In itially. fixed const raints were applied directly to the thread, on the side that would 

make contact with the nu t. This was not very representati ve of the real si tuation and a 

high st ress concentration occurred in the model at the first fi xed node o f the first 

engaged thread. Thus. the barrel nut was also modelled and gap elements were used 

between the bolt and nut. This yielded much more realistic results, and is marc 

representative of tile real operation of the bolt. 
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The following material properties, which correspond to high strength steeL were used: 

Elastic Modu lus. E ~ 200 GPa 

Poisson's Ratio, v -= 0.32 

The strength of the original bolts used on the aircraft could go lip to 280 ksi (or 1930 

MPa), as published in the aircraft manual avaitable at the South African Air Force 

depot. 

5.6 Finite Element Analysis Of The Bolt. 

The following plots were extracted from the analysis to illustrate some facts a lready 

disc lI sscd, and the finite c lement analys is results achieved. A descripti on of each plot 

and the rational behind its use is prescntcd after each figure. Note that the stresses, 

especia lly at stress concentrations are very high: in excess of yield. More discussion 

011 these high stresses is included later. Deformations arc in mctres and st resses arc in 

Pascal. 
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Cl 89737 N 
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Figure 5.6 - Finite Element Model Of The Bolt With Fixed Constraints At The Thread Contact Po;nl3" 

, 

c .... , 

Figure 5.7 - Exaggerated De/ormed Shape. No dcfonnation is allowed at the threads. Values are in metres. 
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Defonnation plots are very useful in checking the "engineering sense" of a model. yet 

it is very easy to obtain in most software. Figure 5.7 shows that the bolt deforms 

under the load as one would expect. Note that the plot is exaggerated for clarity. The 

actual defonnations (in metres) are listed on the right. 

L 
C ... . l 

Figure S.8 - Stre.ss Results of/he Bolt Model with Fixed Constraints at the Thread Contact Points. 
in Pascal. 

Stresses are 

Figure 5.8 shows that a high stress concentration occurs at the flrst fixed. This is the 

first restraint against movement that the bolt experiences. 

Due t9 the critical nature of thread root stress, i.e. the point where most failures occur, 

and considering that this stress would most probably govern the analysis, it was 

decided to use a more accurate model instead of fixing the thread contact points. 
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89737 N 

L 

Figure 5.9 - Bolt a"d Nul ModeL Gap elements arc used to join the bolt threads to the nut threads. 

Figure 5.9 shows a more representative model of the bolt and nut configuration than 

the fixed thread model. The bolt and thread contact points are joined by gap elements 

which have a coefficient of friction of 0.2 - typical of steel-to-steel static friction . 

The first holt thread is not engaged, as was observed from the bolt and nut samples 

obtained from the South African Air Force. The top face of the nut was constrained 

against movement. 

Various meshing zones were created in order to achieve the best possible mesh, with 

acceptable refinement at the points of interest within the limits of the available 

software. Parabolic elements were used because 3-noded triangular elements did not 

produce acceptable convergence. However, the use of the 6-noded triangular 

axisymmetric element implied a less uniform mesh in order to maintain the limitations 
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of the software. Their use is justified by the convergence analysis and the 

calculations illustrated later. 

I 
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Figure 5.10 - Exaggerated Deformation Plol Of The Boil And Nut Model. Defon1lation values are in metres. 

The model deforms as expected, illustrating the "sense" of the model. The overlap 

observed at the threads is a consequence of the exaggerated view. The actual 

deformations are very small. 

The stress plots in Figure 5.11 show a similar stress pattern as the fixed thread model 

shown in Figure 5.8. However, the actual stresses are more reliable due to the more 

representative nut contact (ignoring yielding of the material - note, non-linear 

material analysis could not be performed as the material for the Smart Bolt is not 

selected yet). Proof that the model is converged follows. 
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5.7 Proof of Conve rgence of the Model 

The first check to veri fy the reliability of the model was to compare the stress in the 

shank of the bolt (far from discontilluities) to stresses calcu lated from simple strengths 

of materials formu las. 

The tension stress in the bolt shank can be expressed as: 

F 
(J ~ - (5.4) 

A 

where, cr = tcnsi le stress 

F = applied tensi le force = LXcri! = 89 737 N 

A = cross sectional area 

= nd
2 

• where cl = nominal diameter orthe bolt. so 
4 

A 
nx 0.022225' 

4 

Thus, the tensile stress in the shank of the bolt is: 

4x89737 
(J ~ -,,-x"'0=-.""02=-2=-2=-2"5'" 

(J ~ 231.3 Ml'a 

The stress obtained from the finite element analysis, averaged across the thickness is 

232.02 MPa, i.e. within 0.3%. The stresses near the centre orthe bolt are higher than 

those at the edge. This is explained by the fact that the centre of the bolt is furth est 

frol11 the constraint (in the cross-axial direction). 
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Verifying adequate mesh density at the root of the first engaged thread (the highest 

stress concentration) proved to be much more difficult, especially because of the 

model size limit of the software. The limit is 5000 nodes, and the model already 

analysed contains 4977 nodes, which leaves almost no room for mesh refinement. 

Thus, a smaller model - more focused on the threads - was built, utilising Saint 

Venant's Principle discussed in Section 2. This a llowed a finer mesh to be used at the 

first three engaged threads. The model is shown in Figure 5.12. 

VI 
L1 
Cl 

L 

Force = 89 737 N 

Moment = 887Nm 

Figure 5.11 • The Refined Thread Finite Element Model 

The separating force in the actual bolt acts under the head of the bolt. Thus, it was not 

sufficient to apply only a tensile force to the model in Figure 5.12. A moment, 

calculated as follows was also applied, about the y-axis: 

(5.5) 

where, F = the separating force applied at the bolt head = 89 737 N 
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L = the distance from the centre of the load application region to 

the centre of the modelled shank. = 9.8838 mm 

(or 0.0098838 m) 

Therefore, the applied moment is: 

M = 89737 x 0.0098838 

M = 887Nm 

o OG00641 
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" 

Figure S.12 - ExuKgt:rult:d Dt:/urmutiun Plut. The actual values of the deformations are listed on the right, in 
metres. 

The centre of the bolt is furthest form the constraints - this explains the high 

deformation at the top-centre of the shortened bolt in Figure 5.13 - note, only half of 

the bolt cross-section is modelled in this axisymmetric model. The loads are applied 

to the topmost curve. 
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Figure 5.13 - Slre~"S Plot of/he Refined Thread Model. Stresses are in Pascal. 

The stress plot of the thread-focused model in Figure 5.14 shows a stress 

concentration at the top-centre of the "shortened" bolt. This agrees with the 

deformation plot in Figure 5.13, and the same explanation applies. The effect of this 

concentration, however~ is insignificant compared to the magnitude of the stresses in 

the first engaged thread root: the region on which this model is focused . The stress 

concentration at the thread root is between 1373 MPa and 1569 MPs. This compares 

well to the 1435 MPa observed in Figure 5.11: within 10%. 

The above indicates adequate reliability of the model in Figures 5.9 to 5.11. The 

actual values of the stresses are not of particular concern for the approach used in 

investigation. The greatest concern is the effect of a hole through the centre of the 
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bolt on the stress distribution and the relative change in peak stresses, as discussed 

in following paragraphs. 

5.8 Bolt Models With Small Holes Through The Centre 

Several axisymmetric bolt models were constructed with different hole sizes through 

the centre. The mesh used at the threads was the same as used in Figures 5.9 to 5.11 

as the reliability of the mesh has been proven to be adequate for its purpose in 

paragraph 4.7. 

The largest hole size considered is Smm. As the stress distribution did not change 

significantly for all the hole sizes analysed, only the model with the 5mm hole is 

plotted in Figure 5. 15. Table 5.1 presents a list of the variation in peak stresses for 

different hole sizes. 

L , 

Figure ~.t4-Bolt And Nul Model With 5mm Hole Through The Centre Of The Bolt 
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Hole Size C .. lcuhltcd Nomin:d Bolt Peak Stress %1 Difference From 
(mm) Slress (MPa) (MPa) Origin~ll Peak Stress 

0- original 231.3 1435 N/A 

I 231.8 1438 0.2 
2 233.2 1441 0.4 
, 235.6 1448 0.9 , 
4 239. 1 1458 1.6 
5 243.6 1471 1.5 

Ta bl c 5. 1 - Comparisoll of Peak S lres.'ie .. i for )/(1'.1';"1: IJole .'iize 

The nominal bolt stress was calculated using Eq uation 5.4 - the area or the bolt was 

reduced by the area of the hole. 
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6. DisclIssion a nd Rccom mendation 

]n order to maintai n continuity of the presentation, delailed discussion was included 

after each plot, hence this section is only a summary. 

The results show that weakening of the bolt by drilling a hole right through the centre 

of the boil does affect the stresses in the thread, but by a small amoun t. The overall 

stress pattern3 o r stress distribution does 110 t change significantly, but the relative 

change in magnitudes mllst be noted for fatigue purposes. 

Drilling a hole th rough the centre of the bolt will only be a viable option if the fatigue 

strength of the new material is s lightly higher than the existing onc, at least by the 

percentage shown in Table 5.1, i.c. 1.5% for a 5mm hole. This is easi ly achievable 

for certain TRlP s teels discussed in Section 4. Should the actual peak stresses be 

requi red, it is suggested that a conservat ive 10% be added to the values in Table 5.1 111 

order to account for the convergence o r the model. 

Considering F igure 4.4, a bolt made with an appropriate TRlP steel with a 5ml11 

centrally drilled hole is actually expected to have better fatigue life than the existing 

bolt (without a hole). 

Considerations during the material selection phase of the proj ect should include: 

• A comparison of Voung's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio of the selected 

materia l to the values used in the ana lys is • 

• brittle fracture assessment, as the bolt sees sub-zero temperatures 
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• the corrosion resistance of the new materia l should be equal or superior to 

that o f the ex isting maleriaL 

During the development of the sensing devices, attention must be paid to detecting 

plastic strains at the root of tile first engaged thread, i.e. the most highly stressed 

region. I\. second area of interest (as can bc seen in the finite Elcmcntl\.nalyses) is 

the shank-to-body transit ion. 

Thc whole concept of manufacturing the aircraft bolts from TRJP steels with a 

centrall y drilled hole is 110 t only a viable option, but is likely to produce a more 

re liable structure, as the selected material is likely to have superior mechanical 

properties. The hole does not weaken the bolt s ignificantly. as it is located in the least 

stressed area of the bolt body. Furthermore. the centrally drilled hole will make the 

bolt acccssible for the insertion of a sensing device . ... vh ich would detect the presencc 

of magnetic material (i.e. a m3rtensitic microstructure, in the case of TI-IRJP steels), 

indicating that plasti c strain has been induced. 

This technology will certainly contribute to faster, cheaper and more reliable 

(depending on the sensitivity of the sensors) monitoring of the highly stressed bolts. 

Considering that the loading cond itions addressed in the thesis for the bolt operation 

in the aircraft wing are common to highly stressed bolts, it can be stated that the 

research is applicable to most bolted j oints. 
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7. Conclusion 

For the conservat ive load applied to the model, the stress di st ribution at the 1110St 

highly stressed areas does not change s ignificantly when a small centrally-drilled hole 

is int roduced to the bolt struc ture. The relative change in the peak stresses however, 

Illust not be ignored in the mate rial selection process, i.c ., the fatigue strength of the 

new SMART material must he higher than that o f the existing bolt mater ial, but only 

by a small percentage (See Sections 5 and 6 for detail s). This is vcry convenient as 

the envisaged '1'1 IRJP steels demonstrate superi or fatigue strength properti es. 

The results obtained and presented in th is thes is prove that the concept of a SMART 

boil with a small hole drilled through the cent re for the insertion of a sensing device 

remains a viable concept from a structural strength point of view. 

In addi ti on to its appl ication in airc ra ft bolting, the technology would be viable for 

most high strength bo lted joints as the pr imary loading pattern in almos t all bolted 

joints is tension (as in the aircraft bolt) . Ftll1hermore, the mechanica l properties of 

TI-IRIP steels are superior, by far. to common balling materials. 

The total proposit ion to detect plastic strains by sensi ng the presence of magnetic 

material , which results from strain-induced phase transformation of the component 

from austenite to martcnsite. is unmistakably leading-edge technology. 
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APPENDIX A 

Aircraft Bolt Data 
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Wo ~ 01 ~:) tat I~ r:>.!1 r.A!:l l~. 
OI;I:J' Lrn::'::lI Ci" a::t.:r &.\U t..t ~ JTOi U~a::e er .,UJ) to r.<t ~ 0' nu Ct'!-"'::lUGU. l ou:u'I Cf" tn:. ~ . 

" l\I..J::t-t:iS. ~l 1:Z.., '. 

IHACTIVE FOR NEW DES IQN AFT ER -4 DEC HIQO. 
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OS 
.l11H~ .531 .)110 4'.0 .m I 111 ' \~ ~tt 
IJIIJTo)A ,m ,mo ,J/J .)60' 0 , ).0 ,. J 

Ol ,mo.24 .M9.3m 43" .m I~' 'lA ltO 0'0 
v lJ!UroU.639 .3,m I .) .411' ,) 0 • Q 0 
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• ,011 · .m 

• .091 • om 
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tt~Mt lY~~otf: 

OLA· tt 
ARVT'~ 
~I~ ft)1Ic(.tt 

... M S .00' 
!.M 

0 .O~~ ,oa~ I 

• .M~ .OO~ 

lO,~M ~t 9!O 
4~ 

tUOO 11. 100 

I 1),'00 1) ,l~O 

JUOO 1),100 

)0.10Q 

J9,lOO 

r~ 

.~~ 
&9, 000.1 

I • .HO 

10 
aI 

5~ 
1"1 

i·: 
b . .., . 

11.100 

97,100 

l.m 
11 
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-~RR" "SPS", 7325:' A,\!D F'JRST 
(lRS!"J r~Cl. .0 I 0 1'!.':"!X. lEE? 
LOCr4TJO:~ O?TIO,\!AL. 

BClSJC P::IRT 
t~ U1-'.a~.R 

, 

l- ,: , . , , 

A 6 

~___ LENGTtt 
SEE S~t=ET 2 

~lrl X 2 

rHDS 
S:::E NOTE 8 

'---DRILL FOU~ "(7,,\!" HatES \..'HEN sr>ECIFl[D. 

C 
t-:JN 

BREAK $hr'l,'W OUTS I DE f.OG~. 

- ' 
o J 1·1 ' N. o R 

CJ 

f.'LnT. CURVEU ()( ~ 
ANGULAR BOTTOM AT 

MANUFAC TURER ' 5 
OPT ION 

c ____ ;>! 

1----
I ( 
~F

\ 
0-5' .,SECTION n n 

T 
RCC 

SOL I D flEA:> 
MFGR 'S Or-lJON 

x , 
,005 OO~S 

.00' . 00'5 

.OOB . "0>, 

.009 . 00; 

, , , 

(. , 

, 
" < , 
c 

PAAl ""-"lE~: 7 37.55- ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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~:::'TERIAL: ALLOY STEEL. 

"l tiE::1l TREnH:~NT: 180.000 PSI ~:iNl ~ IU'; 

3 f!l>:IS'1. CAJ~IU~; i ' LI"HE Pi:.R OO·P~1.1';. IY,..:- 11. Ct..nss 3. 

I. ThE RLlI\().JT 0 , O'JIJY tl""J P[1C'I CIA':'::T;::R 0; B~rs OVER I.COO SHn:"'L 0'0. \."ITHJN .005 PEF< H.CH 
OF 83J1' LE1\!GTti •. 060 ~::.x . 

5. P,:,r;:T Nu~:aER: 73255 ( ) ( ) ( ) 

T l- I-c...~ G~IP LEt»GTH iN SrXTEEI>-:THS 
L- ADO " H"" TO OESIG~ATE DRILLCD lEAD 

ADD " . " TO D€SIGNQTE UNDRILL[() HEAD 
Dl~·:'::TE~ I N SIXTEENTHS A~O THREn[lS PER INCH. 

- " 8!lSIC PAR T NU~OER ': 
LENGTH .. NO.'~iNq~ GR I f' PLUS .. ,.. REF. 

(xA"=\.E. 73"lSS-S~4'12C .. . 3125'-21. B':l.1. CRILLEO IEAJ. l.lSO C'p"lP LENGTH. cn:).':[u·". PLATEO. 

6 £:I~;::I':K ALL SHARP (CX>!:S .003 - .006. 

l. REFERENCE DH:;::NSIONS n~E .0'< O:':SIG.'i f'lF.POSES Q:\.:..Y AND ~;:E NOT !NSPECTW .... REOU 1RE 1·;'::NTS. 

8. ~:QX. OF THREE J NCO~l?LETI:: THREI':DS FOR l. 000 ~.\jD OVER Dl~~;:::TE.R OOL1S. 

9 . 8:JLTS OVER 1. 000 OII':."':: TER SHA:...L HAVE LNJ-2A l~EADS PRIOR TO Pi..ATE. 

10. CriA.':FER "U" X 1.5' PLUS 1 .... 'CO~?LE T E l~;R;:qOS R~E I'-:OT TO EXCEED TI.'O PITCKES. 

11. IlJ~:[N::;!0'-:5 AR[ IN I NCH.":S. 

~' .... '" .... "'":/ 
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TABLE!. Basic lhre~d data 
" I lMlniml;;o.o r~;ighl . 1hrtads ~;!ch Truncation nal ill ti&hl ' I T runca lion H111 adden~ ~~1 

pet of al I or or ( r\'~! from ~um " H 
inch Internal Jnlmal I ~h~rp 1 inltlo)1 t r~d i \l~ shnp U V" , nf inlern~t 

I~md Ihmd ,v Ilhr~ld I I~ tXlernal : Ihru~ 
m~l !Nll 1hr~ad I rool I cxltrn~1 Ihr~~11 ~ cmt 

ana ' and , Ihre3rt 
rxlcrnal ! Ultrnll ! rllol ' 
throd ' kr~ld I and nlax" , 
erc':1 m~1 , ! root radiu! 

lti.: r ~ " H I ~: lH 1. n p~ r1: 
, .. . 

-'t 

lln lb A ~ '4 16 [6 . 
O.270oJp o n~p , O,MW1~p o 1O ~ 25p o "I ~!) 11 r ! ~ I~042p ~,16~n~ I).J 12~p -- -! i ) 4 ~ ~ I ' : .' ~ , 

Q 10 , 

". 

HO o,omoo Q,OOJJR' 0,001)6 0, 0 l O~2) o nom 0,001 ~ O,OO22~ O.OO20J 0.00)9) 
72 O,Om8Q O.OOJ76 o (lU I i ( O,012OL8 . I o,n01!O O,OO~I 0.00251 0.00226 O,OO~)4 
64 O,Om25 0.0041) o 001 Q~ 

I 
Q,OJ3m I 0,00169 I (l.()O~~ 0, OO~R2 o 00254 O,OO~88 I 

I 

I 
I ~6 O,OmH O,OO(~J o 0022J I o n 1 5(~~ ! O , nOl~J o,on~~ o.o0J21·; ;. 0.00190 o.r~'m~ 

~R O.010~jj 0.00564 O. n0260 Q,Q1R042 0,00226 Il nn,1 I I O.OOJ76:';' O.OO)J~ 0.00651 
U 0,012'17 O,OO61~ o 0028( Q,OI%R2 n, 002~6 O.UO){ 

I 

O. 0041 O, ~':. ' 0.00)69 0.00710 

,~ ~ n~(nt'ln ~ '''i(:~ ~ 0;!p 'I O , 0~1~~1 1 1\ r" ' ~7! O,r'lli ~ o n'\l,q n "(lJf,~ ('t ~,I\' 0 ~ , 

:' " ",1 ,, .
1 11' . ! I " I ;.'. I I 

• 1, . , , , ' ,I I 
, " 

I 

0.v)duvO v, I, I.; ~ ) o U ; ' ! I~) O, (;,ln)1 ,.0 
;',' /,I ,j . I) • ',; .~ . \' • I O,C UJ~ 

, " 

n,oo; ~ . I 
v 

O ,~)541 'Q"',OOQOi O.OO~ 12 O.Ol~~2 
n 

18 O.OHH6 O,O!SO~ O.OO/,9~ O,O~Hil) ' .. 

16 O.O6~~OO o,olm o DOnl O,O~(m 

l( 0.071 ~29 0,019» o. OORQ) O,Ofll~5Q 

, 
"" ~,OO~Ol o.on,~ ~ a.alD02 0.00902 O,O173~ 
" .. ', '0,00677 O,OOQ~, O,~ln ~ O,OlOl~ O,Ol?SJ 

O:O{)7:J n"OlO7 0,01289 0,01160 0, niD2 I,. t 

" ' ~ , 

13 O.016nJ O.O20~~ 0,00%1 O,O'(,~~I~ 

12 0,Om3J O.021B 3,OlOn 0,071169 

11 0,090909 O,OH~O 0.011 J~ O.O7~730 

" 
,' j' " " . 

0,(08)) O,Ol'l~ o Ol~~~ O,0124Q 0,02404 
0,00902 ' 0.0 l~ ~ 0.01 ~IlJ O,OIJD 0,0260. 
0,OM84 O,OI.H O.O16~O O.OI~n O.01~4l , , 

10 0.100000 0.02700 O , 012~O O.OMoO) 

~ 0.111111 0.03001 O.Om9 0.O9~12~ 
O,OIOSJ 0:01~() O,OI80~ Q,016H 0,0)125 
0,0120) 0,016) O,~2005 O,Ol~O~ O,Ol~72 ' 

~ o.mooo O.OjJ~J 0,01%2 0, 1081~) 0,01353 O.018~ 0.022S~ 0,010)0 O,Oj~06 

1 O,H2!~7 O.03M~ , 0,017&6 O , 11m~ 0,01)46 O , O~I ~ ~,02F7 ' O.01nO 0,O~4~4 
6 0,1~6M7 O.O(~10 0,0208) O.IHB~ 

~ 0.200000 O,OHlJ n.01~OO O. I?nos 

(5 0.112222 0,0601·' 0,02778 O,lnUO 

• O.2~OOOO 0,06766 O,0)12~ OJ!6m6 

~.OI ~Q~ 0,0150 0.03007 0,02706 O.O520~ l O.O21!l O,OJOO I O.O3~O8 0,0)243 0.O~2'0 

~.O2~O5 ~ , OJJ~ O.O~OO9 0.0)603 ' O.a~9H 
O.C~706 o ,OJ7 ~ O~O4~10 O,~O59 a.07n12 
-~. 



"~I 

)0001 

~ 
IV 

TABLE 1. ' naslc tnre~rl data - (Con!inurd) -"' ... . 
~--~~~~--~-I----~----~----~-----~---------~----~ 

I

, Dirrcr~n('c Diflmnce Htig~l 
or 

DWer~nCt 
belwe~n 

mlX~maior 
Ind pilch 
diamet~r~ 

Adden~um 
or 
exlerul 
thrud 

11 

O,O~06 

O,~51 

O.OO~01 

0.00580 
: " (tf'7 

V,\tlJJJ 

0.O162~ 

O,OlS04 
10,02030 

0.02320 

0,0249~ 

0,02706 
0.02952 

o,on.! 
O.OJ60~ 

0.O~O~9 

0.0.6j9 
O.O~41J 

O,0649~ 

0,07217 
0,08119 

inlern11 
thread 
lnd 
depth 01 
thrtl~ 
en!l~ment 

~ ~ ' . 
H 

0, ~871 'p 

11 

O.OO~09 
0.00077 
0, 007~ 1 

O,OO~70 

ry , r: r! ( 

~,~~L~'J 

O.O20~ 

0.02706 
O.O304~ 

0.03'80 

O,03H7 
O,O~OH 

o.oU29 

O,~4~71 

O.05~j) 
O.O60~~ 

U6959 
O.O~l1q 

U9HJ 

~.IORH 
0.12173 

Height 
01 

external 

Ihread 

lli: 
J 
OJ7735p 

1J 

O,0072~ 

O,OOM1 
0,00902 

O,OIOJl 

n.0!20.1 

I), (,: ~n,) 

O.Ol~~ '1 

0,0)203 
O.0360A 
O,041H 

O,O'~~I 

0,04511 
0, 052~9 , 

O,057H 
O,O641~ 

O.0721 ~ , 

O.O~2~~ 

O,OQ62) 

0,1150 

0, nBJO' 
O,IUH 
--

Twice 
Ihr , 
exl~mll 

Ihrud 
Jddtn~lIm 

~: 
, ~ 

O,MQ~lQp 

1 ~ 

O,OO~l 19 ' 
0, DO~02! 

, O,(l101~Q 

I 

O .O l1~QQ 1 

r , n!}~3: 
" I ," I 

(), i I ~ 100) 
O , !)Jl~76 

O,OJ~O~4 

O,Il'O~9~ 
O,OHJ9( 

n.04996J 
O,OHm 
O,O~~l)n 

o I)~'Q 5L 

O,07216Q 
o n81190 

0:OQ27~~ 

O.IO~25J 

0, 12~IW~ 

01 " . 
inltrnai ' 
thread 

lIB ' 
- ! 

12" , 
0, 79J~~p 

I~ " 

o:oo?n 
0.0110) 
0.012 (0 

0.01418 
o,om~ 
." ",""1 

Q,OJ)u8 , ' 

O,OJ9~Q " 
' , 

, . ' 
o OHIO 

' O,O~9~2 

0,05670 

O,O61~' 
O,06m 
0,0'1217 

,~ .. ' ~ 

o.onJ~ 
O,08m 
0.0791) 

O. !I)(J 

o,m)! 
0, 1 ~~17 

• Douh1~ 
Hei~ht 
or 

internll 
Ihreau 

0,01218 
O,OmJ 
0,01522 

0.01740 
o 0~n )o 
.' " '1\ 

' ''1,'' ,1 

, 0, G ~ O(IO 
I 

, ' ... O , O~871 
" :' 1, 

O,OW) 
n'; O'60~() 
O,O69~9 

o 07494 
0 , O~119 

O,ORAS7 

o,onn 
O.IO~~,5 

o,mn 

0·\)918 
O,l62jR 
~ , 1~4~G 

Dou~le 
Hti~l)! 

of 
~xlrrnll ' 
Ihrud 

~~ ~ , 
) , 

l.l)np 

1 7 

O,014~) 

0.01604 ' 
O,OI~r}4 

0,02%2 
n O~ ~n6 

" q 1/ 1, .. "i 

O,O~~11 

O,On74 

, 0.00,41 ~ 
0.,01217', 
O,OR24R 

0, 0~~R2 
o OQo2 ~ 

o 10497 

0, 11 ~47 

n,mJ" 
0, IHJ~ 

, () 1 ~496 
O..ln(\ 
o 2)O9~ 

\'t:!Wten b~19le~n 
I mU pJtch ' min. pilch 
I " 
f dil. )nd dit ~nd 
I m)x, minN mIn. minor 
I di~mcler diamr.l~r 

i 

externa! of 
threao e.'(lernal 

7H 

1 ~ 

0.006)1 
,,' 0, 00702' 
o,oon~ , 

, 0.00902 ,; 
O.Ot052 
I, I" • ,~ 

v, C 11,1)4 

0,02l05 
O,0252b 

O.on07 
~,O3157 

O.O3~O8 

(J,03M~ 

O,O(2I f) 

n,O(~QJ 

US051 
D,O~61J 

O,06J15 

~t~n17 
U8420 
0,10104 

Inrtad 
,6~J}H: 

O.5~~&Op 

IQ 

" 

0,00707 
0,00786 
O,OOR84 

0,01010 
0,01179 
II ,·" lIIIf( 

0.(': L'J 
O.02J5R 
O.O282~ 

0.03143 
0.03536 
0.04041 

O.04J~2 

0.04715 
O.O~I44 

O. O~~58 
'1. O~28i 

' 0.07072 

O.O~O83 
O,OQOO 

'I.I!J 16 

Mai 
Dia 
Tolm!)ee 

20 

0.0032 
0.0035 
o,oon 

O,~l 

0,001 j 

().v~v) 

0,0072 
O,OO~I 

O,OO~7 

O,~~ 

0.010) 

O.OIO~ 

O,OII~ 

0,0121 

0,0129 
0,0139 
0,01 ~O 

O·.OI~4 

D,Om 
0, 020~ 

, I 

O,I~~JJ~ 0 !1h(1 0.i1651 I 0 2~66(1 ! O,mi6 O.n~73 O.~n0 I I . 1 
.~16lJ!O._ J:.~_ ~~J . .!,.2886t -.... ~."~~ . .J~~_ .. _~.Ol~:,....J 

I,,,; 
\f) 

() 



.' , 

N 
o 

BASlC SIZE 

SEC 
PR!" ONO-
Mr\RY ARY 

1 2 

0.0600 
O,01jO 

o.OMO . 
0.0990 

0,1120 

0,12S0 

0.1 j30 

0.1640 

0.1900 

O.2HO 

O.2~OO 

0,3115 

O.37~O 

O,.~7~ 

0.5000 

OJ6H 

I 

O.62~O 

O. 7 ~oo 

O.87~O 

1.0000 

l.llSO 

1.2500 

1J7SO 

1.5000 

\ 

THOS 
PER 
INCH 

J 

~o 

71 , 
, f 

M 

S6 

~~ 

U 

~o 

36 

J2 

28 

2~ 

i~ 

i~ 

20 

20 

I~ 

18 

16 

Jil 

12 

12. 

12 

12 

11 

TARLF. rn. Finl~ Ihrend series. 
'-"""-.. '-""---

-- -_a_ 
P,XTERNAt THREAO' UNJF CLASS 3A lNTERNAL TliREAD .. UN] F CLASS JD 

MAJOR 
DIAMETER 

MIN MAX 

t 5 

O.056R O.MOO 

O.0~95 0.07)0 

o .Ot12 O. O~60 

O.OQ~Q O. 09~'O 

0.107S o.me 
0.1202 0,1250 

0 .. 1329 O.lJRO 

Q,15H 0, 16~O 

O.IS(O 0.1900 

O,20~S O,lHO 

0.14)5 O. 2~OO 

O.JOB 0.m5 

OJ~78 o.m·o 
0,4194 0,075 

0.4919 O. ~ooo 

0055)8 0.5615 

O.6H3 0,6250 

O,74~6 O.7~M 

0.86(' 0; ~7~O 

0. 9B~6 U)))O 

I.1D6 I.IHO 

1.2386 l.250~ 

1J~'6 1.3750 

1.~~M 1,5000 
.. 

- .. "--- ,- -----_._,---' .. -
PIT(H MINOR ROOT MINOR PITe 

J;I:'.MnE~ . DIAMETER RAOIUS DlAMETER Dl/\ME 
H MAJOR 
TER OlA ' ._,.-.. •• !-_ .. ...---- - I"~.· .. I~-

-~;:I ! 

MIN I}~~_ MIN MAX MIN MA)( MIN MAX 
~--r_--.,.\, .. -I__-- , .... :.-..-.-, 

6 7 ~ ~ 10 . '1/ 11 13 14 I . .-- - r----., .. 

0.0506 0,0519 0, O~3~ 0,0<% ~.0019 o,on: i o.oo~ O.n~11 0,0519 0 
o 061~ O,M~O 0.Oj41 0.0510 0.0021 0, OO~j O.O~~5 006)1 ~,O~~O 0 
O.07H Q.075~ O.O6, 5~ 0.06XO 0.002) O,On2t o.():~n ' o Oi~9 0.0759 0 
0, U~~~ o Og7~ 0,0757 o,on~ 0,0027 o,nrn~ o O~lf1 0.Og62 O,O87~ 

MAX MIN' I 

~.!Lj 1~] 
1 I 

.0536 O.c@ 1 

.O(,~9 0.0710 ' I' 

. 077~ O.O!60 ' 

O.OR9! O.O~?~ , 

O,O~p 0.0985 O,O~4~ O,OgRO 0,00)1 O.DO~.~ I' 0.O~17 0,0971 0,0985 O.IOO~ 0.1120 
O. !O~) 0.1101 0,D95( n.on! 0,00)4 ~,nNl 

o,m~ 0, Ill~ 0, 1O~'1 0.1092 0,0038 0.000 
O.U)Q O. t <60 O.m'l 0.1320 0.000(2 n.no~o 

O,I~H 0,1697 0, H~7 O.lS)~ 0,00,'7 UO~~ . 
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APPENDIXB 
Finite E lement Method Examples 
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Example B-1 
y 

E= I, A=1 

----;a-----r .. 2----'- ,..-x 

displacement u 

+ 1.2 

T 
Stress + I I 

.L 

1 I 

1-'----, 
Solution from 
Mechanics 

1 

~--------------~------------~~~ 

+ 

Solut ion from 
Mechanics 

Solution from 
- Approximate 

Sohllion 

'--------'~--1 

Fig l1 re 8-1.1 ~ Li/ler Elrutic Olle-dimel/j'iollal Rod 

1 
~I 

-1.2 

The potential energy of the linear elastic one-dimensional rod (Figure B- l .1), with 

body force neglected, is: 

I I (dll)' n = 2 lEA dx dx-211, (B-I.I ) 

where lIJ = 1I(x=1). 

Consider a polynomial funct ion: 

This must satisfy II = 0 a1 x = 0 and x = 2. Thus, , 
0 = 0, 
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Hence, 

1/1 = -nJ 

Then, (III/dt = 2n3( - J + x) and 

2 

n ~ ~ f4a;(- I+x)' dx - 2(-a,) 
o 

2 

= 2a; f(I-2x+x 2 }ix+2aJ 
o 

Setting an ~ 2a,(~) + 2 ~ 0 gives: 
8a3 3 

", ~ 0.75 11/ = -nJ = 0.75 

The stress in the bar is given by: 

d" ( ) cr ~ £ - ~ 1.5 1- x 
clx 

Note, the finite clement method provides a systematic way of constructing the basis 

functions rp, used in Equation 2.20. 
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Example B-2 

Solving the problem 10 Example B-1 using Galerkin's approach, wc get the 

equilibrium equation: 

••• 11 = 0 at x = 0 and at x = 2 

Multiplying the differential equation above by rP. and integrating by parts, wc gel: 

s-EA dll dr/J dX+(r/JEA d1l)' + (r/JEA dll)' ~ 0 
o dxdx (Ix 0 dx , 

where tP is zero at x = 0 and x = 2. EA(du/dx) is the tension in the rod, which takes a 

jump of magnitude 2 at x = I (from Figure D-J.l), Thus, 

'f-EA c111 cl r/J dx + 2<fJ, ~ 0 
o dx dx 

Using the same polynomial (basis) for 11 and tP. jf UI and tPI are the values at x = I , we 

have: 

I/> ~ C2x - x') r/J, 

Substituting these and E = I , A = 1 in the above integral yields 

This is to be satisfied for everYrPI. \Ve get: 

11/ ~ 0.75 
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APPENDIXC 

Summmy of Common Types of Elements 
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Truss Elements 

Truss st ructures such as mechanical linkages, roof framcs, and bridges can bc 

modelled with truss elements. 1n general, a structural member can be modelled 'with 

truss elements irit fulfil s the roIlowing three requirements: 

• its length is much grater than its width and depth (the loosely defined term " much 

greater" can be quantified from 8 to 10 times greater for 1110st applications) 

• it is connected with the rest of the s tructure with hinges that do not allow transfer 

of moments 

• it is loaded with external loads applied only at the j oints. 

Truss elements can only undertake tension or compression. Thus, the only cross

sectional property that needs to by specified is their axial area. The geometrical 

profiles of truss elements arc identical.to beam elements. 

Beam Elements 

Beam elements arc probably the most commonly lIsed elements. Besides their 

obvious application in frame structures, many other systems such as mechanical 

linkages, piping systems, conduits, and bridge girders can be modelled with beam 

elements. 

For a structural member to be modelled with beam elements, one of its dimensions 

must be much greater, as a general rule at least 10 times greater, than the other two. 

Contrary to truss elements, beam elements can undertake shear and moment in 

addition to tension and compression. 
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Common beam profiles include I-sections, T-sections, box, circular, and channel 

sections. The cross-sectional properties that must be specified for a beam element 

include the axial area, the shear area, the torsional resistance, the flexural moments of 

inertia, and the section moduli. 

Unless the beam cross-section area IS axisymmetric, e.g. a circular or square cross 

section, the orientation of the beam e lement with respect to thc global system XYZ is 

critical. Most finite clement programs orient a beam clement with the aid of an 

additional node, which together with the two end nodes specify the local co-ordinate 

system. 

It is recommended that the appropriate non-zero value for the shear areas is used in 

the analysis, since accounting fOf shea.f deformations improves the solution accuracy. 

Usually, non-zero values fOf shear areas must be assigned ifL<IOD, where Land D 

are the longest and shortest dimensions of the beam, respectively. 

The torsional constant is equal to the polar moment of inertia only for circular 

sections. Use of the wrong torsional constant is a common source of error in frame 

analysis. 

Plane Stress Elements 

When a structural system is under conditions of plane stress, all stress components 

normal to the YZ plane vanish: 

(2.34) 
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A representative example of a plane stress problem is a thin plate loaded along its 

edges with a uniform load in the YZ plane. Due to the small thickness of the plate, 

the stresses that develop along its thickness are very small compared with the stresses 

in the YZ plane and they can be ignored in the analysis. Most commonly used plane 

stress elements arc either quadrilateral or triangular. In either case, every node has 

two transitional degrees-of-freedom. 

As a general rule, quadrilateral elements arc preferred over triangular elements for 

reasons of geometric isot ropy. However, it is suggested that triangul ar elements be 

used to better model irregular boundaries as well as areas around crack tips. 

Depending on the approximation of st resses within the element, two different plane 

stress elements arc commonly used: elements with a constant stress variation within 

the element (eST) also known as compatible, and elements with a linear stress 

variation (LST) known as incompatible. Incompatible elements are usually effective 

in modelling regions with significant changes in stress gradient. A morc refined mesh 

is required if compatible elements are used in the analysis. As the best modelling 

approach that combines the computational efficiency of compatible elements with the 

computational accuracy of incompatible elements, it has been suggested to use 

incompatible elements only in those regions of the structure where good solution 

accuracy is desired, for example, in areas of high variation in stress gradient, e.g.) 

around holes and cracks. In practice, however, incompatible elements are used for the 

whole model. An effort should also be made to keep the aspect ratio , i.e., the ratio 

between the element's longest to shortest dimensions, 910se to one. 
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In plane stress analysis, onc shou ld strive to: 

• keep the aspect ratio as c lose to unity as possible, i.e. , str ive for either equi lateral 

triangular elements or square elements 

• keep internal angles close to 90° in quadrilateral elements. 

Plane Strain Elements 

A system is considered to be under conditions of plane strain if one of its dimensions 

is much greater than the other two and is subjected to a load that does not vary along 

the long dimension. Typical examples are dams, tunnels, retaining walls, but also 

small scale systems such as rollers and bars compressed by forces normal to their 

cross section. If the structure fulfil s conditions of plane strain, and in addi tion is 

restrained to defoml along its longest dimension, say the x-axis, then the strain, Exx, is 

zero. Note, however, that O xx is not zero. If the structure is not restrained along the x

axiS, then the value of Exx is a nOIl-zero constant. The latter case is known as 

generalised plane strain. In e ither case, however, the stresses can be determined by 

simply modelling and analysing a typical cross section in the YZ plane that carries the 

load applied on a unit length along the x-axis. 

The most commonly used plane strain elements are either triangular or quadrilateral 

with two translational degrees-of-freedom per node. They have the same geometry 

and degrees-of-freedom as plane stress elements, the ir difference being that plane 

strain elements have unit thickness. while the thickness of plane stress elements is 

variable. The remarks made on compatible and incompatible as well as the use of a 

proper aspect ration for plane stress elements are also valid for plane strain elements. 
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Plate and Shell Elements 

Use of plate and shell structures is extensive. It includes architectural structures, 

containers, aeroplanes, ships, missiles, and machine parts. Plates are plane, flat 

surface structures with thickness that is very small compared to thei r other 

dimensions. 

The load~carry ing behaviour of plates resembles that of bcams. In fact, plate 

1 l11v j"· lr CO:':l l~.:: Clj",;)f('1~\ ; I1l:"ttf·d by a ~'ri d-'\T'I rk or beams running in two pcrpcnJ icul:i r 

directi ons on the same plane. The two-dimensional l oad~carrying action of plates 

results in light and economical structures. In finite element modelling of a plate, the 

mid-surface, which is a plane parallel 10 the two plate surfaces that divides the 

thickness into equal halves, is modelled. 

Modelling of plate structures is usually done with either triangular or quadrilateral 

plate elements. Each nodal point of either elements type possesses five degrees-of~ 

freedom in the element or local system xyz: three displacemenls along the x, y. and z

axes and two rotat ions about the x and y-axes. No rotational degree~of-freedom is 

specified about the direction z normal to the plate element. Nevertheless, a very small 

value of the rotational stiffness is assigned about the local z-axis to eliminate 

numerical instability. It should be noted that plate and shell elements used in finite 

element programs combine bending and membrane actions. 
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Quadrilateral elements exhibit higher accuracy than triangular elements, and thus they 

should be preferred. Use of triangular elements should be limited to the part of the 

structure that is close to irregular boundaries. 

Thin shells can be "viewed" as plates with a curved surface. Shell elements are 

generally understood as nat plate elements lIsed to model curved surfaces. 111 fact, 

most commercial finite clement programs rely on plate elements to model shells and 

curved surface structures. As for thin plates, the mid-surfaces of thin shell structures 

are modelled with plate elements. 

The following two points are important when modelling thin shells with plate 

elements: 

• for good accuracy, it IS recommended that the plate elements should be 

approximating the shell surface at angles between 4° and 10°. 

• the lack of a rotational degree-of-freedom about the local z-axis may cause 

numerical instability. Such cases could appear when plate elements intersect at an 

angle less than 4°. The numerical instability might not allow processing of the 

model and could be reported by the processor as an "error message." A remedy of 

this problem is to use rotational elast ic elements with very small stiffness about 

the axes parallel to the common sides of the elements. 

Brick Elements 

Thick plates, thick cylindrical or spherical components, thick joints, and gear housing 

are a few examples where solid elements can be used to perform a finjte elements 
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analysis. In general, structures or structural components with a thickness comparable 

to the other two dimensions can be modelled with brick elements. 

Solid e lements are three~dimensional elements wi th three translational degrees~of-

freedom per node. They can be viewed as membrane elements that an also account 

for variation of stresses along the thickness. Nodes arc usually introduced at either 

the intersections of three planes or the mid-sides of the intersection of two planes. 

The advantage of usi ng sol id or brick elements instead of plate or beam elements to 

model components with large thickness is that solid elements can provide information 

about the three~dimensional variat ion of stresses and deformations within the 

component. Plate and beam elements cannot provide such information and should be 

used with caution only for a prelimina.ry analysis of systems having comparable sizes 

in all three dimensions. 

When sol id e lements are interconnected with beam or plate and shell elements, 

attention should be paid to preserve the rotational degrees-of-freedom at the common 

nodes. This can be achieved easily by artificially extending the beam and plate 

elements into the solid elements. 

Tetrahedral and Hexahedral Elements 

Instead of brick elements, tetrahedral and hexahedral elements can be used to model 

three-dimensional structures. The tetrahedron can be viewed as an extension of the 

triangle to a point in the third dimension, while the hexahedron can be considered as 
• 

the counterpart of the planar quadrilateral extended in the third dimension. It should 
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be no ted that the hexahedral e lement has the same geometric shape as the eight-node 

brick e lement. They differ, however, in their theoretical formulati on and 

computational accuracy. Commonly used tetrahedral and hexahedral e lements have 

only three translational degrce5R of-freedom per node. The accuracy of tetrahedral and 

hexahcdral e lements is increased by introducing additional nodes at mid-sidcs. 

Automatic mcsh genera ti on techniques favour tetrahedral and hexahedral elements 

over brick elements to create detailed models of three-dimensional systems with 

complex geometries. In practical applications, use of tetrahedral elements requires 

some caution to develop models without leaving any "holes" in them. In general , 

hexahedral elements arc more accurate than tetrahedral elements and should be 

preferred. Nevertheless, tetrahedral elements are more versatile since they allow 

modelling of intricate geometries 31)c1 fac ilitate transition form coarsely meshed 

regions to finel y meshed regions in a model. In most cases, combination of 

tetrahedral and hexahedral provides the optimum mesh. 

Boundary Elements 

Boundary elements arc used to model boundary conditions and links between 

s tructural components. As such, they can be useful in either evaluating reactions al 

rigid, flexible supports, and e lastic links or specifying non-zero displacements and 

rotations to nodes. Boundary elements are two-node elements. The line de fined by 

the two nodes indicates the direction along or about which the reaction (force or 

moment) is evaluated or the displacement (translation or rotation) is specified. 
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Boundary elements that are used to obtain reaction forces (rigid or boundary 

elements) or specify translational displacements (displacement boundary elements) 

can be considered as truss elements with only one non-zero translational stiffness. 

When they are employed to either evaluate reaction moments or specify rotations, 

they resemble beam elements with only onc nail-zero stiffness, that is, the rotational 

stiffness about the uscr specified axis. 

Elastic boundary elements are lIsed to model flexible supports and to calcu late 

reactions at skewed boundaries. The stiffness of clastic boundary elements is defined 

by the user. Caution is needed when one wants to model skewed supports. 1n this 

case, the user should employ either translational or rotational clastic boundary 

elements and assign moderately high stiffness values to the e~asti c boundary elements. 
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